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Holland City News.
—

YOL. VI—

Gotland

HOLLAND, MICH., SATURDAY, JULY

NO. 22.

pEIDSEMAJ.M.,*SON, General Dealers In
It Furniture & Coffins; Eighth street. See ad-

(Kitjj

Out

vertisement.

A Bad Dose

patfcftji.

m, •

boluhs

Product, Etc.

Qroeirlei.

Apples, f? bushel ....... ..........

wn,

•

'

$

25©

©
©
©
©
©
©
...............©
©

F

Eggs, V dozen ........ ...........
rpE VAARWERK, G. J., Family Supply Store; Honey, $ lb. ......................
8 00
JL a choice stock of groceries always on hand. Hay, ft ton..... ..................
0. J. DOESBURa, Sditor and PabUsher. Blacksmithshop in rear of Store; Eighth street. Onions, $ bushel ................
.

OFFICE : VAN LANDEGLND’S BLOCK.

Potatoes, $ bushel
Timothy Seed, |1 bushel

Qtairal Dealer*.

Wool,

JOB PIU.NTINO pboxptlt and neatly donr.

I'vUURSBMA J. &

CO., Dealers In Dry Goods,
Groceries, Crockery.Glassware,Hats, Caps,
Clothing and Feed ; River street.

1/

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:

Hard Money

doubted source that we deem

Supplies; a Beans, W bushel ...................2 00 ©
ready market for country produce; a choice Butter, V lb ......................
stock always on hand; cor. Eighth and Market st. Clover seed, ^ lb ..................

IALIET8TRA,A., Groceriesand

TZBUS or 8UBS3BIPTI0N:— tS.OOperyuriaadmce.

for

km.

V

of

12
14
13
IK

Money,

will find

it

facts coming

standard advocates

difficultto ignore geological

from such

authorities, and

...

00
50

1

...........

the silver currency advocates will feel cor-

“

And

fhrther, that the period

of

ultimate

exhaustion must come with the greater
rapidity because of the intersely greater
scale with which mining is

now

carried on

by the aid of modern improved machinery and processes for extracting and

re-

ducing ore to bullion,togetherwith the

now reached and explored. Therefore the period at which
there must come a permanent and sub-

great depths that are

respondinglystrengthened:

The

Wood, Staves, Etc,
Cordwood, maple, dry .....................$ 3 00
green ...................
2 75

282.

suffi-

cient importance to publish it. Hard

......................

“
“
“

it

NO.

»

already come into the hands of man.”

30

or single (gold)

fin vlfi ail

WHOLE

1877.

The following comes from such nn un-

• _

A WEEKLY”lEW3PAPEE,
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

14,

-

exclusivegold advocates, says the

Cincinnati Commercial, have received a

stantial diminution of the annual discov-

hard blow at the hands of one of the most

ery of gold, with a constant reductionof
beach, dry ..... ...........
2 B0 eminent geologists of Europe, Herr Sucss,
the amount of that metal left unconsumed
ROLLER, D., Retail Dealer In Dry Goods,
*• green ................2 25
Groceries, etc. ; Notary Public and convey- Hemlock Bark ..................... ©5 25 professor of geology at the Universityof
in the arts and In handling, must be reancer ; office and store,cor. 9th and Market street. Stavee, pork, white oak, ............. ©10 00
months. ,
Vienna,
has recently published a
Staves, Tierce,
12 00
garded os approaching so close as several
| 8 M. | 6 M. | 1 Y.
PUTTEN 0„ General Dealers. In Dry Heading bolts, soft wood ..........© 2 54 work upon the future of gold, "Z>£fl Zucenturies.
course as gold becomes
Goods, Groceries, Crockery,Rats and Caps, Heading bolts, hardwood ............
1 Squat* ............... 850
5 00
8 00
2 73
recognized Euro••
5 On
Stave holts, softwood ....................... 2 25 kunft des Ooldes.”
8 00 10 00 Flour, Provisions, etc.; River st.
scarcer, it will be more and more difficult
................ 8 00 10 00 17 00
Stave bolts,hardwood .................... 8 00 pean authority in his special sphere, he not
to transact tiie increasing business of the
H Column .................. 00 17 00 25 00
Railroad ties, ...............................
12
Eardvar*.
only has aimed in this able and invaluable
............... 17 00 25 00 40 00
world with it, and some substitutewill
drain, Feed, Etc.
................. 25 00 40 00 65 00
book to garner and arrange the historical
DKR VEEN, E., Dealer In GeneralHard[Corrected by the “PtuggerMill*.)
have to be found.
Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
ware; cor. Eighth and River street.
Wheat, white $ bushel ......
© 8 1 90 facts and the statistics of the production
changes.
On the other hand sliver, as Prof. Suess
Corn, shelled » bushel ......
50
of gold, but also to supply the previously
Llvaryand Sale Stable*.
Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
Oats, $ bushel ...............
85
maintains, is mainly extractedfrom eruplines, $2.00 per annum.
Buckwheat, $ bushel ........
1 00
lacking informationabout money,— which
tive veins and fissures, those sources arc so
Notices of Births, Marriages,and Deaths pub- IIOONE * ALBERTI. Livery and Sale Stable. Bran, $ ton .................
1ft 00
is
not small even with those
most
Office
and
barn
on
Market
street.
Everything
lished without charge.
FeedJp ton .................
21 00
numerous
widely spread over the
first-class.
$100 Ih ...............
1 35 affect special knowledge on the subject,—
An Z before the Subscriber’s name will denote
Bariev, $ 100 lb ..............
1 10
earth, and relatively so large and rich,
the expiration of the Subscription.Two ZZ sigVJTBBELINK1, J. H„ Livery and Sale Stable; Middling $ 100 lb ........... .... .
1 50 and at the same time to supply clearly
nify that no paper will be continuedafter date.
that the supply may be confidently regarded
Office of Daily Stage Line to Sangatuck, 9th
Flour, $ 1(H) lb ..............
5 25
fT" All advertising bills collectable quarterly street, near Market.
formulatelaws to the economic phenomPearl Barley, $ 100 lb ........
4 00
as much more unfailing than the sources

Ono

square of teu lines, (nonpareil,) 75 cents
for ilrst insertion, and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion for any period under three

rpK
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V
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Beef, dressed per

“ “

Taken

Effect,

Sunday, June

1877.

24,

at
Trains. Holland.
m.
“
“
12.00““
“ “
m.

Leave

Arrive

“

Grand Rapids. *10.15 a.

tO-SSp.

••

*

“ “&

New

$ 9.30

a. m.
p.m.

5.25 a. m.
3.25 p.m.

1.05 a.m. 12.15 p.m.
t 5.10 “
*12.20 p.m.
3.15 p.m. t 9.45 “ “

u

it

“

fl

“

A

©7

Eerchint Tillon

T>08MAN, J.

W.. Merchant Tailor, and Denier
In ready made clothing and Gents’ Furnish
Ing Goods,

special

D

W.. Merchant Tailor. Cloth purchased elsewhere, will be cut to order. Reoalrlug
promptly attended to. River street.
‘

Best Market*.

1>UTKAUW., New

Meat Market, near corner

^otierjs.

of gold, and

Elfhth and Fish Street. A!! kinds of sausages constantly on hand.

Dead Animals.

that taking all the gold ever exca- of extraction from

fact,

vated from the remote era of Rameses II.

down

the general establishmentof the single only against tbe feasibility of establishing
money standard of gold contended for by the single gold standardfor Europe and
a certain school of writers in Europe. America, but he goes further aud assumes

The present stock of gold, increased by

V

Taken

Effect,

Monday, May 29, 1876.

doing North.
No. 4

P-m8
7
7
6
5
5
3

p.

Going
No. 3

STATIONS.

No. 2

m.

p.

Muskegon

00 12 15
25 (11 41
15 11 33
30 11 07
53 10 40
07 10 18
55
9 80

m.

1 45
2 18
2 23
2 58
8 35
8 55
4 45

Ferrysburg

Grand Haven
Pigeon
Holland
Fillmore
Allesran

South.
No. 1
a.

m.

7
8
8
9
11
11
1

50
40
50
40
15
45
15

ITEALD, R.

K., Manufacturerof and Dealer In
Agricultural Implements; commission agent
for Mowing Machines' cor. I0th& River street.

[A

PAUEL8, VAN PUTTEN & CO.,

I

of Hugger Mills; (Steam
Mills.) near foot of 8th street.

TTERBEEK,

Proprietors

Saw and Flour

V

NoUrr Public**

§u0ittW!0 liwdarij.

OOST, HENRY D.,

Real Estate and Insurance
Agent, Notary Public and Conveyancer;Collections made In Hollandand vicinity.

L

Attorney*.

TTOWARD, M.

AA

D., Claim Agent, Attorney and
Notary Public; River street.

VX7ALSH, H., Notary

Tv

Store,

and Insurance Agent. Office, City Drug

Q

NOTICE.

MANLY

Assignee of E.

Holland, March

D.

HOWARD,

Kruizenga & Son.

28,

1877.

stock of choice cigars just re\ NNI8. T. E., Physician;residence, opposite ceived, some of which are new brands and
/A S. W. cor. Public Square.
very good. Call at

DEBT, R. B. A McK., Surgeons and Physicians.
IJ Office at their residence,Ovorysel, Mich. Dr.

River street.

McK. Best will go to East Saugatuck every other
day for the next year, to keep himselfin readiness

J., Attorneyat Law and Collecting
Agent. OfficeIn Kenyon’s block, 2nd floor,

A

Bakirlei.

J)ESSINK,G.J. A.

L

Proprletror of City Bakery;

Confectionaryand cigars; Refreshments In
line served on call; Eighth street.

this

professional calls.

for

Basking and Zxchaa e.

irfiNYON, NATHAN, Banking and Collecting,
IV Drafts bought and sold; cor. Eighth and
River streets.

T EDEBOER, B. Physicianand Surgeon: Office
Aj corner Eleventh and River street opposite

"TVE GROOT,

L. barber. Hair cutting, shaving,
shampoonlug,hair-dyeing, etc., done at reasonable rates. Barber shop next door to the City

U

Hotel.

promptlyattended

T. Dealer in Books, Stationcry, Cigars, Notions and Toys, opposite
City Drag Store, Eighth street.

A.

PESSINK.

TTfiROLD, E., Manufacturer of and dealer In
Al Boots and Shoes, Leather. Findings,etc.;

Eighth street.
Bevlsg XaeUsei.

Eighth street.
]Y

Diatlst.

Z^tEED. M. Dental Surgeon; residenceand ofYJ flee on Eighth Street, oppositeBakker A
Van Raalte.

ITUiRGUSON B.

It. Dental Surgeon. Performs
»H operationsappertainingto Dentistry in
the best style of the art. Office over U. D. Post,
Eighth
14-ly

street.

ANTERS, A.

M. Agent for Ottawa and AlioCounties,for the “Howe Sewing Mschine. Dealers in needles snd attachments.
Tobacco itf Cigars.

TK

A

ROLLER, G. J., General dealer In Tobacco,
Cigars, Snuff, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.
Watch** aad Jewelry.

J

kadlotiai.

OS LIN *

River

j\.N Fane* (^^s^ToU6^ Artn^^ *d
iea Palnta and OUa’, Ac., ElghthatrwL

S

Manufacturerof and dealer In

Harness, Trunks, Saddles and Whips;

6

BREYMAN, Watchmakera, Jewelers,

Street^”^

*IU>Cy 0oo<la*KeDJroQ'l> B,ock

me

J&Wttti#.

*)rn*8

°
* Pal n ts°an d* '(Jtt * B
*****
atclan’apreacrlptlonfcarefnlly p'a'upVEighth a?!

AN PUTTEN, Wm., Dealer

in Drags, Medlcines, Palnta, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr
W. Va* Dix Bibo a Faraliy Medicines; River St!

v

SLSSSH
week

Vialting olhera are cordially invited.
N. W. Uacoii, R.

8.

r. * a.

*Ka«o,N.6.
x.

ruraitnr*.

,o11

by

Republican Deputies. Among tbe former,
40 were Radicals, with Gambetta returned

first clay

found blended with platinum and Republicansgot 58 seats and their opponother metals as Nijol-Tapllin the Oural ents but 15. On Feb. 20, 1876, was held
is

mountains, but so few are the localities tbe second general election since tbe war,
and so small the product that this source when the Assembly recently dissolved by

be

taken into account in estimat-

MacMabon was chooen. This

time the Re-

ing the world’s resources for maintainiug publicans carried off 849 seats, while their

which have resulted from volcanicforces, ties elected

but

152.

In sixty de-

majority of the

were

Republicans,

Depu-

and

in

and to which belong the famous bonanza twenty-nine departments one-half or less
mines of Nevada, the lodes or veins of of the successfulcandidates belonged to

New Grenada, and of

the Carpathian the same party. In the general elections
mountains, of Victoria and Queensland, of 1871 there were department from which
and some of the "guagea” of

land. The third or other

New

Zea- not one Republican Deputy was returned.

source is the The contrast is striking. If we turn to the

placer and fluvial gold fields of California, total vote of

France at the last general
is found the same favorable showing for the republic. Of the

Australia,New Zealand, the Oural and elections,there

Pulten, River street,Holland, riverinedistricts of northern Asia, tbe

gold deposito of which have bad their 7,210,097 votes cut, 4,001,205 were for Represent origin in the chemical alteration publicans. In the city of Paris the Repub50,000 die annually by neglecting a
wrought by the air, together with the lican party polled 216,485 votes, against
Cough, Cold or Croup, often leading to
Consumption and the grave. Why will mechanical displacement and removal 58,844 Monarchical and Bonaportlstvotes.
yon neglect so important a matter when effected by water. These ever-activepow- Tbe foregoing facts show a rapid and
you can get at our store Shiloh'sConsump- erful forces, forming agents, decomposed overwhelming gain for the ropublic in tbe
tion Cure, with the assuranceof a speedy
the old strata, and transported them to the NationalAssembly and among the French
recovery. For soreness across the Chest
or Luncs or Lame Back or Side, Shiloh's beds in which they are to be found, and people; and we may expect in September
Porous Plaster gives prompt relief. Bold which are worked by hydraulic processes. another endonement of the republic more
by J. O. Doesburg, No. 70, Eighth street
Herr Suess places tbe aggregate produc- decisive than any previousone.
and Wm. Van Putten, River street, Holtion
of gold from 1848 to tbe close of 1875
land, Mlcb.
The "racket0 between Judge Hilton
at about 18,250,000,000 01 which all but and tbe Jews recallsthe famous tilt beHackmetack, a popular and fragrant
8891,000,000was drswn exclusively from tween O'Connell and Disrseli. The Irishperfume. Sold by the above dealers.
the last-mentionedclass of sources, which
man taunted the Jew with being a “lineal
Candies, Oranges, Lemons, Nuts, Shad- consequentlymust be regarded as tbe only descendant of the impenitent thief on the
ines, Sardines, Salmon, Lobsters, Cove substantial quarter of gold supply in the
cross.” Diaraeli’s answer is not so well
Oysters and all delicacies,we have a new
future. In this relation the geological known; he couclosively replied that "onestock just received.
lesson, accordingto the eminent soeanf, is half of Christendom worshiped a Jew,
G. J. A. PESSINK.
that the prod action of gold

of each

filled, 99

Mich.

X. 0- of o. F.

XT’

122 vacant seats were

Republican Deputies and only 28 by anti-

We are authorized to guaranteethis rem- a metallic money system. A second opponenU secured
edy for the cure of dyspepsia, Inactive source be places in the seams or fissures
partments all or a

Wm. Van
tftddlin.

1874,

by three constituencies.Partial elections
gold and silver are found to fill other vacancies occured at different
minutely disseminatedin the rocks. Thus times until February, 1875, iu which the
the

is not to

Dr. Shiloh's System Vitalizer,

cents; regular size 75 cents. Sold by J.
O. Doesburg, No. 70, Eighth street, and

B. P. the leading Photographer.G&llery opposite this office.

AA

I7AUPELL, H.,

Boot* tad Shoe*.

u4

day or night.

Fbrtognphir.

IV

Bragi

to,

TJ1GGINS,

TT’ANTERS,L.

D

J.

Liver, Sour Stomach, Constipation,Loss
of Appetite,Coming up of Food Yellow
public sqnare.
Skin, and General Languor and Debility.
Vf ORRIS, 8. L, Physician and Surgeon. Office, You must acknowledge that this would be
iTl over E. Ukbold’s Boot and Shoe Store,
ruinous unless we had positive evidence
Eighth street.
that It will cure. You who are suffering
QCHOUTEN, R. A. City Physician. Office at D. from these complaints, these words are
R. Meengs* Drug Store, 8th Street.
addressed— and will you continueto suffer
TI700LLEY, D. F. Physician. Office at rcei- when you cau be cured on such terms? It
Tv dance, cor. 7th and Market St’s. All culls is for you to determine. Sample bottle, 10

14-ly

Book* and Stationery.

A-

G.

O

B&rhir*.

metal. And it Is upon tills point the gan to set in, a movement which has as
work of the German scientistis singularly yet received no Importantcheck. In July,

Notice is hereby given to all persons in- valuable.
debted to the late firm of E. Kruisinga &
He says the precious metals have three
Son, that the undersigned has been apseparate
sources which mark the geologipointed the assignee of the estate of said
firm, and that all indebtednessdue them, cal transformationof their component
must be paid to him without delay.
mattei in the outer strata of the earth. In

A new

TpEN EYCK,

French Parliamentary

the

be awaited with intense interest by all friends of Republicanism,
both in this country and in Europe, That
this appeal to the French people will be
favorable to the republic, past events

ious

gold

Phyeicissi

of

1870.

Q HERBURNE, 9.

W., Blendon,Mich., Attorney
at Law and Notary Public. Special attention
given to foreclosure of Mortgagesand collections.
Office in the Village of Zeeland at the Store of A.
Bolks & Bros.

result

clearly portend ; and the confidence with
gold enough at the disposition of man- which the Republicans look forward to
Holland, Aug. 28,
29-ly
kind for money uses. From this conclu- the approachingstruggle is not all assion
there is no alternative, he affirms, sumed, as a glance at the election returns
Wk are prepared to furnish parties or
any one person ice-cream at wholesale when oue calmly surveying the earth since 1871 shows.
prices, as low as any other dealer, and we notes the small extent of it which geologiIn the first Assembly after the war of
will guaranteea better ice-cream.
cally affords the least hope of furnishing 1870 there wore only 180 Republicans to
G. J. A. PESSINK.
future gold fields at all adequate to sup- 872 anti-Republicans.But forthwith the
ply the increasingdemand for this prec- movement in favor of Republicanism be-

Public, Conveyancer,

bih street.

The

elections will

Brnuard Wick.

&

CO., Proprietors of the
Phoenix Planing Mill. All kinds of building material famished at Grand Rapids prices.
H. W..

all the ores of silver.

Thereforedispassionately regarded from

to the latest discoveries, there has the purely scientificpoint of right, Herr
it unearthed to justify
Sucss does not hesitateto pronounce not

which may be hereafter,extracted, estiThe Question has been for a long time
UITE, J., Dealer in all kinds of meats and
*2.05
. vegetables;Meat Market on 8th street.
what will you do with dead animals. The mated at any maximum that can be ration• Mixed trains.
undersignedwhose Diace ofbusinessisnear al ly assumed, Herr Suess maintains must be
+ Daily except Sunday and Monday.
\7AN DER HAAR, H., Dealer In Fresh, Salt, Metz’s tannery, will hold himself in read. Dally except Saturday,
relativelyso small that we cannot escape
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper
i Mondays only.
inesss to remove all dead animals at his
and twine; 8th street.
All other trains daily except Sundays.;
Sundu
own expense, by simply notifying him from the conclusion that, in the course of
All trains on thin road, will he run by Chicago
thereof.
a few hundred years, there will not be
time, which is 20 minutes later than Columbus
VaBufaetorlct,Bill*, Shop*, Ste.

TEEMING, W. H„ Manufacturerof Plows, By
xJ improved machinery Is enabled to sell the
regularKalamazoo, Plow and warrant them, at
lower prices than any surrounding town. Plow
points ground to order. 10th street west of River st.

a fur

not been enough of

all

it

Mich. Lake Shore Rail Road.

extend to

the stand-poiut of the geologists, remoter future. At the same time a great
Prof. Buess pronounces as a demonstrated process is to bo anticipated in the methods

And so little reason does he find for that that at no remote lima it will become pruCome and see our newly fitted up icecream parlor, and see If it don’t beat auy- demand that he opposes to it the strong dent to renounce gold as the chief circutiling in the city as well as the ice cream probability that mankind, within several lating metallic medium.
and cake.
ceuturies will have exhausted all its gold
G. J. A. PESSINK.
The French Republicresources.

A)

time.

as likely to

From

.

Buffalo

^Chicago. |

8

Ham ............................
8 © 9
Shoulders ........... ..........
TpLIEMAN. J., Wagon and Blacksmith Shop;
Horse Shoeing and all kinds of repairing Tallow, per 1J> ..........................© fl
Turkeys, “ ...........................
10 ©11
pone. Cash paid for Furs.
Chickens, dressed per lb ................ ©10

V

Muskegon,Pentwater
& Big Rapids. 11.15

5 ©
......................
©
....................

•*

p.m.
2.30 p.m. TT^RST,
3.20

lb

T'lIJKEMA A BRO., Wagon and Blacksmith Pork,
\J Shop. Horse-shoeingand all kinds of repair- Lard .................................. 10 ©
Ing done. Eighth Street a few doors west of River. Smoked Meat ............... ........... ©11

Holland.

I 1.15 a.m.
f 5.15 “ “

ena witnessed.

Meats, Etc.

Wsgonaakeriend Blackimith*.

Chicago & Michigan Lake Shore R. R.

and

FOR SALE.

mast depend and

where for

a certain

time

the primitive

'T'HE followingde«crlb«dLots In

the City of
rocks were exposed to the decompoetlon,
Holland, I will tell at the following prfcea:
Lot 9, Block F, Lot 6, Block G, Weat Addiflon|175 and consequentlyos those sections are releach; LotlS, Block 8, Lots, Block 11, Booth Weat
Addition §175 each. Lota 1,2, 9. 4, 5«6in Block atively very inconsiderable, and bo
9S, aa organizedplat near the A. L 8. depot at
of them have already been exhausted of
1225 each, except Lota 1 A 2 which ara $800 each.
Alao 6 lot* Weat of Flrat avenne at $125 each. The of" their gold, that we most reach the conabove will bo aold for a amall payment down. Alao
the following Lota \ 10. 11, It It and 14, In Block clusion that at Uiis very time “more than
E, Lota 1 4, 5 and > in Block H. The above will half of tbe gold which can ever bo exbe aold on long credit and amall payments down.

A

much

Apply to,
M. D. HOWARD.

the other half a Jewess."

essentially upon those parts of the earth

tracted, possibly, from the earth by

human

The Grand Jury

in St. Louis

a report saying that crime
since tbe repeal
social evil

ing

its

The

of

hu

has made
increased

law licensingthe
ago, and recommend-

the

two years

re-enactment.
largest whale ever

Pacific coast

wu

caught on

by tbe Pigeon Point Whaling

California.It

is

the

killed on tbe 10th Instant

Company of

estimated to be two hun-

labor, ingenuity,and perseverance has dred feet in length.

I

few,

Sclland fits

i

'

ftOiProB Blaine and ex-Goy. Chamberlain
delhrfired orations at Woodstock,

HOUANB cm,

MICHIGAN.

u

’

10

the Turkish

commercial notes.

c* on

BaUBas, or the iHiudan.

the

^ ^
e Bal.

July. The former took oc^uriontodl
nounoe what he considers a project now in
4th of

The

house

n reC61Ted

1116

^yiv4

in

by aD Ameri-

northernsection °f MexiooTaeclaringhimself
Thb Sultan recently, at a priv.to .udienco,
opposed to the addition ofany teni- declaredto Mr. Lajard, the Britieh represonu-

rHE NEWS CONDENSED.
)

^ce

boo Seir0*

iu

oonrse of agitation for the acquirement of the

A

nmny, and landed on our docks all unown and penniless. His first job was

POLITICAL.

SMT^tee protection

/ the hA*t.[ f(

Keesviilo(N. Y.) National Bank wai

When he concluded,one of the

“

bridse. the

V"SE,

loses 115,000 and depositors about 160,000.

Danube for . Among

T„S

tie queer things of

is the fact that

-

h^

followed him

commerce through hfe. He has acquired a great
fortune, and is one of themost honored
so many

mt* from

the Umted States to England

sellfot*

S“»<L

h°Werfacts
in ^^iand than they do
m regard coppeT are

oco.H™i„« J*" agothteapring.Un-

which marked
“as

beef copper and
whlch Rre

The steamer J. H. Camden recently exploded cheers were given for the Preside*#. Someone of her boilersbetween Parkersburg and body then called for three cheers for Gov.
Pittsburgh,on the Ohio river. The pilot and Chamberlain, and they were loudly given,
Pacino coast dispatches announce the beginthree deck-hands were killed, and four others

ot g00^, which he
trRy- He eeteblished
!d ^H0168 ftt a teir price, and
i®

\

40 RuB8ia t0 obtain

Pnr®P^g *0

in-

aJna!J

cn^d

tb^rV

audience

, who botmd and gagged the watchman,
and blew the vault apd safe onea The bank

UP the wbarf- He

An eBtablishment in St Louis caur
from 2,000 to 7,000 beeves daily. Part toose who traded with him once traded
to of this m exported to Europe; and an
witi! bun ajgain. The spirit of thrift*

robbed a few night ago by eight masked burglars

^

ant nr J?6 ^Aeftrnt^ 111 8ome PaPefs ;
ootof the profite of his papers he pur-
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The PresWenUs Mexican Policy.
President -was asked wimt he

to

The

tolfi non J^he exp?rtetionuow counts
to 16,000,000pounds annually, and the
their
heads
cut
off
aud
carried
away
as
tiothe methods by which Mr. Grover, of Oregon,
product
sells in London from 2i to “
THE WEST.
phios... Advices from Asia reDort thaURusministration. He replied that he had
cents a pound cheaper than here.
secured his election to the United States SenThe Chicago Journal says: “The crop re- ate....Gov. Lndingtonnotifies the Republi- sku whimn has oeeu defeated in an attempt
not found time yet to read it When
to enter Ardanutsch, and driven back on Ardaports of the Illinois Central railroad state that cans of Wisconsin that he will not be a candi
told that the ex-Speakerintimated that
concentrationof Ruaaian
in Iowa corn, now backward from rain and date for re-election.
ning of the inquiry, ordered by the Senate, into

of the crew slightly injured.

“TiT

cold, will yield abundantly, should July and
The Wisconsin State Greenback Convention
The reported collapse bf the Russian camAugust be favorable ; that the acreage is near- met at Portage .ou the 4th of July. Gen. Sam.
paign
in Asia is fully confirmed.... The Rusly half greater than last year, and that wheat
Cary and several other prominent greenbackers
UL 1110 wemaiids of the
will yiel? sufficientlyto compensate^r the resians have retiredfrom the neighborhood of
from abroad were present. E. P. Allis, of Miltomot to that way of dealing with indin^rching
toward
Alexandropol.
D,inolB the wheat
waukee, was nominated for Governor: The
vidual8 or with public questions, and did
M?T5htar Pa8ha ba« entered
A fight between the soldiers and one of the remaining officeswere filled as follows : Lieu- Kars. The Russian left wing has been driven ConBidenng tlmt Oie grain crop this not think he should begin now. There
tenant Governor, E. H. Benton, of Pond du across the Russian frontier, pursued bv Ismail
year will not be excessive, and that the was nothing secret or underhanded in
bands of hostile Indians in Idaho is reported
w!Jnii60nitary°a 8talf * JoB€Ph Osborn, of I asha. .. Austrian papers pubhah shooking ac- war is certain to last until harvest time
by way of Portland, Ore. The savages were
!l^TxrP0liCy* Tlle administration
wmnts of atrociUes oonmutted bv the Circasat least, the outlook is a promising one found that Mexico was not able to keep
worsted in the engagement, losing four killed,
Superintendent sians and Bashi-Bazouks after the regulars had
•Vaau mi/
£
1
Public
Instruction,- President Steele,
while quite a number were wounded.
evacuated the Dobrudscha.
Constanti- for the sale of the surplus of the United
Aonleton Umvpvsnfw* .
Attorney Gen- nople dispatch confirms these reports and States tins year by the fanners at better
Refoets from the scene of the Indian war in
states that “complete anarchy prevails beyond prices than they got in 1876-7.
Idaho state that Capt. Perry s command had
t*1 j ™
8 of the contending armies. Bulgarian
been surprised by a party of savages. One
C 0A80, H was tee duty of
Tire Bureau of Statisticshas prepared Itol
and Circassian Tartarsare murdering each other indi^rimiuately’’ .A Berhu dispatchsavs a statement showing the exports of cot- this Government to protect its citizens
Otoe/, ten soldiers and two citizens were
against these raids. He was confident
killed, and the entire command narrowly estwV
lr abt
wVff rheIr
abt,, lntervlew Lord Russell, the
ton manufactures from the United States
BnUsh Envoy, informed Prince Bismarck
u.nf
British
Biunarck that
that tlie conservative element of the
caped total annihilation.Troops are being
dtmug
the montii of May, 1877, aud for
Lngiaud would under no condition whatever
rapidly hurried forward, and it is becountry would justify the course detersuffer the Russian occupation of Constantino- the six months ended the same compared
lieved the hostileswill be whipped
mined upon. Nothing hostile to Mexple.
Prince uisuiurcit
Bismarck replied
replied mat
that he
consid- with the corresponding period of 1876.
into submisaion before many days. . .The Cin- tion except
^°r
re8*gna' I F‘u
j Liltt
*
he eor
fWVnnftfl nn nf P/wi n %. 4.* ^
lon..whena8Bem^lcd.CrCll
ered the occupationof Constantinoplethe
cinnati Chamber of Commerce has passed resto hcr iut^Bts was
I he exports of cotton goods during the
under tee mrcumsUncesway to obtain the purposes
for which
olutions instructing the delegates of that body the
—
tiiiich the
the war
xf1'A8a0
ft.lmexiue
any part of
S te made but the expectationwas was
was commenced.
men me
VTftlft
M*y 81, 1877, were the Mexican terntoir, tiiere was no
to the National Board of Traae to memorialize
d/, 618, 647 yards, valued at $4.939 618
th.e officeholders would resign
Congress in favor of postponingthe date of rethought
it.
(fid not want any
general foreign news.
their politicalpositions ou the meeting of the
sumption of specie payment
S3 7M3lr
at more territory m that direction if offered
disPatch ^vs:
The Pan-PresbyterianCouncil,the most im- 83, 729,316, in 1876. Other cotton goods
A dkstbdctive fire recently visited the town
as a gift. , His idea was that we had all
tmentn0f
“embers of the LouisPortant
religious body of the year, assembled to the value of $647,952, were also exof Del Norte, Col. Two blocks of business
the territory we could manage already.
SrR<f UrniIlg4 18 Ioolied uP°n as nn
houses were burned, involving a loss of $200 - The^fHnnH B°?d ideal of. political importance. at Edinburgh, Scotland,on the 3d iust. It is ?i0riQU,Urmgthe Slx month8 ended May If he were disposed,however, to disreThe
friends
of
the
administration
are
very
in000.
largely attended by delegates from all parts of 1876 77> ^ COmpareil
^M35,383 in gard toe Scripturalinjunction against
&re-eVldeiitlyv
801216 what disturbed the world. . . .Gen. Grant was waited upon the
The town of Pensaukee, Wis., situated on
coveting liis neighbor’s possessions, he
Ollier (lav. in l.onrinn hv
______
U>wn
Fkom the annual statisticsof the trade should look northward rather than
Green Bay, was recently visitedby a frightful
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tornado,which carried death and destruction in
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reporter has interviewed ex-

track. Though lasting but a few moments, Gov Tilden, and extracted from him the inits effects were terrible in the extreme, leaving formation that ho (Tilden) in going to Europe
the vfiiage, which was but a moment before
te raising enough to build the East
a flourishing lumbering town, a stricken JX
™llroad ; that he will not conP1*?6' Bix Persons were
killed outnght, and some twenty wounded—
and
110 ha8 withdra™
Rome, it is thought, fatally. . ,The baud of
general.
highwaymen who have infested the road between Cheyenne and Deadwood,robbing staco
The clanger of a collision between the Americoaches,bids fair to bu broken up. Throe of
them have been arrested,and soldiers are in can and Mexican troops on the Rio Grande,
pursuit of the others.
which at one time —seemed
threatening,
has
----itMivimig, uae
its

8ldeth“

^

.

^

southward. Should the day come when
the Canadians manifested a wish for annexation to the Union, then a desire of
territorial extension in that direction
might be a proper addition on the part
of the Amencan people. As to Mexico
he was disposed to agree with leading
Mexicans who talked with him lately that
to annex any of her territory would not
only be of no benefit to us, but would
d^lbTi °f Uie C°UU^ ha8 “however, be a positive calamity. The Texan peodeclined in any similar projiortion. Tlie ple he seerped to think, ought to have a
lowest point of depression in the busi- better compreheusiou of tlie question
than others from their proximity to MexWashington Cor. Chicago T ribm PlCKll}Ctl?11of lron ,,ina 8teel some
remarkable facts are apparent. The
price of the metals has never before
been so low in this country’. The decline of value since January, 1873 has
per cf t. ou the price of pig
iron, 53 per cent os to refined bars 60
per cent us to Bessemer steel mils, and
ob per cent on best iron rails. The
consumptionof these metals by the in-

ssaaas5^
A Bkiuan dispatch rays

German financiers

are alarmed at the large Russian issues of paper

currency.It

is stated that since the out-

break of the war 16,000,000roubles have been
emitted
A telegram from Constantinople
announces that a decree has been promulgated authorizing the issue of one milliard

—

piastersof paper money, redeemable in
twenty years, at the rate of 50.000,000
annually.,. General Grant has left EnChicago elevators contain427,264 bushels of dMppoared at loaat for the oreaent Gen.
glaud, and is now traveling on the
wheat; 1,877,839 bushelsof corn; 303,059 bush- Ord and Gen. Travrno, the Mexican com- continent — Crops in France are unusually
mander, after consulting together, have arels of oats: 58,203 bushelsof rye aud 97,951
promising.
.The Paris City Council has voted
a petition for a law permitting cremation....
onl^thVt
asks
9U7riei^°ifW®7’ “akin* aenmd tot*l of only that Texas fihbnstersbe restrained from The Pope and Disraeli are both reported to be
2,764,315 bushels, against 3,368,018bushels at
From forty-nine of tlie larger cottonsenouHlyill.. . .There has been some improverci4UU year....•TtoOtate.rftbe
me uirectorsof
ai me sa
manufactunug corporationsof New EnA Youthful Murderer.
ment in the conditionof the people, and the
crop prospects in the famine-afflicted
presi- gland tlie Boston Advertiser has obAimee
Laoaton, a girl of 18, in An--------- -dency of Bombay ; but in Madras there has tomed some interesting figures. Tliese gouleme, France, was found running
not been the slightest alleviation cf the terrifrantically through the streets beble situation. More than 1,000.000 persons are

-
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.

Te^fiUbdTt*nSDg‘

the

‘

the
In the

HOITH. (I

Superior CriminalCourt at

1Q 8au Francisco harbor, now

Or-'
M

New

^

sumption averaging about 385,000 bales of lo, with whose parents she was a sertlie first six months of 1876 thev
vant, was found to be the murderer He
about the instructionsgiven to Gen. Ord for
f6’739*805
pounds
of cotton. said that he was alone in the house with
the suppression of brigandageou the Rio
81x.montesof tlie present
Grande It seems to be considered a direct year tiiey worked up 89,238,942pounds. the girl, and that he seated himself in
the dining-roomto write a Latin exerblow at tee dignity and independence of the
country. ' The official newspapers assail the mnJb ^Hah^°f l ,e Cr°P °f 1876-7
cise. The girl came to light the lire,
h*A',on..tix <U‘ °' Deeemtor,
Bnaaiaa force appeared before
^o'enMne^t, .chargiug it viciously much better than that of the season be- when he became seized with an irresistiwith violating treaties and of mter- fore, the Advertiserthinks it safe to
ble desire to murder her. He ascended
Reeking pretexts assume that these figures represent an to his father’s room, took a dagger from
feited election returns for Prudential Electors^ eparatio118 ^ besiege the works. The city J‘atlonal te">
tor
territorial aggrandizement....In the
from the pansh of Vernon at the election !^dB- atIthe.foot of tee hUldofAckbar i
increase (in pounds) of 5 per cent, in the the closet, aud, on his return, plunged it
Huuso of Commons, the other day/ Sir
of November last by adding 158 votes to eocl. STlrculaL^ ?rm’ and i* defended bv
quantity of goods turned out. These into the girl’s back, as she was on her
Stafford Northcoto, Chancellor of the Exchemier. in rp.nlv In a nnnu*;,..,
goods have found a market ; there is no knees atjt)iA fireplace. She<rose with a
.The
large accumulation on hand, and the de- scream and ran out, while he rushed to
mand is perceptibly improving. If the window to throw himself out, but
Bt.Uo„atThV^z
s?!
,CflD.
fcfP* uown this summer, did not dare to jump. He then struck
commander -to communicate easily with tlie
the Advcrlwer thinks autumn wiU find himself several times with a knife, and
Ambassador
at
Constantinople
and
the
Govof erabezzhng school
J21882*22 wing is retreating|n disorder in
i/
the New England mills unable to keep drank ether, but without succeeding in
Tilebh has beena smart bit of war and some Vm.
toei^linT nf
from
P killing himself. The boy was of a forThe Khedive of Egypt has placcfl his fleet at up with their
loodshed down in Carter county.Kv. A Unrl I Bavazid.
n,0rth of
tee disposalof Turkey.
.Geh. Graht arrived
bidding aspect, and deformed,and had
in Brusselson Ihe 7th hint., and on Sunday the
a heavy upper lip, which, being paraThe Silver Report.
8th dined with the King of Belgium. :
lyzed, hung over the other. iRis eyes
were sunken, and he squinted. He was
Constantinopleis reported to be under a
mad and concededto pot a utopto thetr
in, - “LI11 ftf b*tU6 on the 29th ult.
predation.. They got ont wamuU foTth. ,r tk i!0",™,"" after enormon. loaw. reign of ^$ror. A* cable dispatoh says that
condemned to imprisonment until this
reatof the
The IhA. buried 1,000 Jtnaaiane.
20th year.
. .... •,
grew crowds of desperate and lawlesssoldiery fill the public places. Bands of Circas- It to Congress immediately upon its
the Markets.
fllans and ^beks ran?o at will about ;tb6 citv, assemblingin October. The report is
robbing and nmrdonng wlth knpnnity. The an extremely tong document. It attempts
NEW YORK.
BtreoU are given np to these outlaws after
to cover the whole question of silveras
mehtfall,and all the public resorts and respectr
h££“ ............. .... ........ ••8 00 @13 25
into submissum. One of the UnderwoodtTw^RnW
m a^In^ bay near able cafes are closed at sundown. The Italian a circulatingmedium from the earliest
5 g £
two others wounded du^r the I
^troyed, toree i four Vice Consul has been forcibly robbed of a times. It is very forcibly in favor of I lour— fiuptrfineWestern .........8 90 @ 6 40
horse, and severely injured by CircassiaiiH. the remonetization of silver. The re- )Vheat— No. 2 Chicago ............. i gg (m t (vj
Hitge. The militia are nowun
l ^6 water-bound near Matchfn, two at Silistrin
propose to arrest or clean outteewhSmnfl
tWf0 atRustohuk,and^^Beat
port argues that silver has always been Corn— Western Mixed .............55 u
Oath— WesternMixed ......... 38
57"'
of outlaws, numbering upward of 150:
3 ffiKto unteLTdliJS!!
handfr of tee
an important factor in the mohetarv Ryb— Western ..........
f
The
Britiflh
Gtjydmment
has
infonned
the
A desperate fight recently recurredfifty-two
transactionsof all nations, and hall- f°??“Mee8 ...........
...14 25 @14 40
Porte that the jjlockade of the' Black sea is not
liaBI) ...............................
i»
10
ways
borne
the
same
relative
vaH/as
la h" f°“.
Texas, between
0Afficial world Oonstantinoplo
f
binding, beihg^ineffective
tit KTri
band of thirty-five highwaymen and twenty (^i^2L,r00p5 deluding the Imperial
teat the passage of the act of Beeves— Choice Graded Steers ..... 6 00 @ 6
men who *ere eflcorU
Guard, have been ordered toWe seat of ^ar
Choice Natives............ 5 25 @ 5 75
i8
demonetizing silver was characterCows and Heifers........ 2 CO @ 4 00
o!.
-College Notes, .'.
//
ized by extraordinarylack of information
robbcrahi?ri°kinS Aj,lton,°-^'eveS
TBt govern tenor of dispatehes from the
Good Second-class Steers. 4 00 @ 4 23
as to the
MedltuntoFhlr..;t..i..-.. 4 60 @5 15
Girard College has educated
---effect teat
•““l' such an act
act wMld
would
Hoos— Live ........................4 bo @ 5 10
boys, and expended- $2, 500, 000 on them produce.
,-e' In connection with the
the concon- FLOUB-Fancy White Winter ....... 9 25 | 9 7J
Good to Choice Spring Ex. 7 60 @ 8 00
Cornell Umversitysold 870,^000
of ^!ra^onof th<)8llYerquestion the reWO worth
worth of
Hpring-..
....... 1 4fl @1 47'
ite Western lands during 'the1 past yefir
ai8CU88e8 tee obligations of lie Wheat— No.
No.
Spring.............. 1 23 @ 1 24
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lean., the other day, the Attorney General

aua'Z

smeared with blood, and soon after
dropped dead Felix Fraiche, a youth 1

now employed on -the relief works or gratuitously fed by the Anglo-Indian Government.
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order, however, that there should
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Asia.
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no further need of troops hi the South that he
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ejeept such
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the Wert or seut to tha Bio Grande.

Bvufls, of the Twenty-fourth In-

fantty, lately struck the trail of a band of

tiuevmg Indians near the Ri0 Grande,
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since the Russians’ entrance into Bnlgaria. The
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that from a species of the plant a fine
quality of rope can lie manufactured.
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as told by tiiose who know him well, is
an interesting one. He cams from Ger-
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Detroit; cultivator,G. Storm, Port-

They had light snow at Ishpemiug,
last week.

vital

i

no;

Magazine a paper will appear containing an account and description of the

land.

The following are the shipments from Some
the Saginaw river for the month of June:

of

the NeedleM Way*
Wasted.

in

Which

It I*

volumes, with extracts from

ALL SORTS.
There

them. The

is a

Methodist preacher on the

number, and of Atlanta (Ga.) police force.
[From Chunbcrs’Journal.']
.........................
8T, 600,000
Grasshoppersare reported in vanous Lumber.
these
only
twenty-nine
were hitherto Amherst College needs $500,000 to
Of which Bay City shipped ............... 68,500,000
parts of the State.
Let us consider a few of the many known.
Lath ...... .................
7,600,000
supply its pressingneeds.
32, 000, 0(H)
ways in which we waste the etuff that
The shores of Lake Michigan are lined Hhiuflles ..................................
The cotton-manufacturingbusiness in
Staves ....................................
1,500,000 life is made of. It has been well said
queer Discipline.
'with potato bugs.
Hoops.
............................... 6,600,000
Great
Britain is very dull
that “ the habit of looking on the bright
It is with reason that the Turkish offiIonia people are arranging to estab- Timber, cubic feet, for light-houac ..... 364
This is the season when apples begin
side of thing? is worth far more than a cers are often reproached with not being
David Wilson’s building, used as a
lish a lirst-class brass band.
meat
market and hotel, at Ludington, thousand pounds a year ;” and certainly at the head of their ranks, etc., for one to lose, their flavor. The same cannot
A boy named Wm. Englebrechtwas
be said of butter.
was burned a few days since. Loss, it is a habit that must add many years to often meets officers who can neither read
(drowned at Big Rapids, recently.
The plague which has broken out tliis
$4,000; insured for $4,000. •Gotfried the lives of those who acquire it. Real- nor write. This would be a very serious
A farmer near Lyons had to pay $15 Stoecklelost his hotel and saloon furni- ly every fit of despondency and every inconvenience in any other army ( in year at Bagdad has been dormant for
for practicing deception in selling his
rage take so much out of us that anyone Turkey these defects are less thought of, forty-twoyears.
ture, worth $1,800; insured for $1,200.
wool.
who indulges in eitlier without a great for a very wide latitudeis allowed a
Mr. Albert Rhodes has just become
William Doeltz, a prominent busi- struggle to prevent himself doing so
J. G. Mabbitt’s millinery store at Ovid
soldier who fights, and here the warrior the editor of the Daily Nation of Washness man of Detroit and a Republican should be characterizedas little less
was burned, recently. Loss, $5,000; inimitates the hunting dog. This initiative ington. It is to be an independent
Presidential Elector for the First Conthan— to use an American expression— is specially remarkable in the outpost journal
surance, $3,800.
gressional district last fall, died recently.
“a fearful fool” How silly it seems service, where there are only small
The youngest child of William Wilson, He has been a meprber of the State CenA correspondentof the Journal de
even to ourselves, after cooling, to have
Thus I saw at Rakovitza a post Geneve states that the medical staff of
of Benzonia, drowned in a pond near the tral Committee for the post six years.
become generally done up, stamping of some ninety men commanded bv two
house, a few days ago.
An aged woman of Greenleaf,Sanilac round the room, and showing other sergeants who absolutely did nothing; the Turks does not exceed one per 1,000
strength.
The dwelling houses of Mrs. Ingersoll county, named Mrs. Lazenby, left her signs of foolish anger, because the dineach went his own way, taking advice of
and Michael Healy, at Alpena, were de- home a week or two since. Nothing ner was five minutes late, or because
Boys are engaged by, farmers in the
none save the sun, which told them the
stroyed by fire a few days since.
further was known of her until Saturday someone’srespect for ns did not quite
northern
and western portions of New
time of day. That which strikes the
An unknown colored boy fell into the last, when her body was found in Sheri- rise to the high standard measured by stranger most is the absence of respect York to pick potato-bugs at five cents a
river at Detroit, the other day, and was dan township, much decomposed. She our egotism 1 As if it were not far more which soldiers show and the cool and hundred.
was insane.
drowned.
important that we should save onr vital pleasant manner in which they salute
Nearly 250,000 passengers were conThe German saloon-keepers of De- energy, and not get into a rage, than their superiors. The soldier bbrrowa his veyed on the London Underground railJohn Weller, a laborer, fell into an
open well at Kalamazoo and was drowned. troit have decided to combine to fight that the dinner should be served exactly tobacco from the offioef, and1' the officer road on Whitmonday,the largest numthe liquor and Sunday law, and propose to the moment One day a friend of will take from the soldier without the ber on record.
He had no family, i'
Lord Palmerston asked him when he slightest soruple. If by chance a soldier
That merchant who doesn’t advertise
Miles Gorham, a famer living south- to engage Matt Carpenter to carry the
contest up to the Supreme Court of the considered a man to be in the prime of meets a drunken officer in the street, can give the best definitionof “ Nothing”
east of Ionia, had his legs broken by a
life ;
his immediate reply was : which sometimes happens, holeftfi him when he stands all day in his store and
United States.
log rolling upon him while logging.
The
following is a statement of the “ Seventy-nine. But,” he added, with a to his quarto rg, managing the matter
looks in his till to find— nothing !
Mecosta county has traded her poorreceipts and disbursements of the Shite playful smile, “ as I have just entered adroitly that noone knows anything
A sleep- walkin’ a y oung lady ih Cotfarm and $3,500 in cash for 200 acres of
80th year, perhaps I am myself a about.it. When campaigning, officers
Treasurer’s
office for the month ending
tonwood
county, Cal. , while passing
land near the city of Big Rapids.
ie past it !” How is it that such men
and men live the same lifA t At Rako- through her father'ssleeping-cliamber,
June 36:
Edoar Keys, of Oshtemo, has had his BuUnoe on hand May 31, 1877 .......... i 873,523.39 work on vigorously to the end? Be- vitza the military Governor lives side by
barn burned, his horses poisoned, and Receipts lor the mouth ................. 156,399.96 cause they treasure their ever-diminish- side with his order lias, smokes the same waa awakened by his hand upon her
shoulder. She fell down dead. /
all his chickens killed, by aome scamp.
Total ..............................
11,031,923.35 ing vital force. They studiedlyrefrain tobacco,dines from the same cuisine
Secretary Thompson is graphically
878,786.21 from making a pull on the constitution. with this* difference, however, that the
Henry Fitch and Mrs. Fisher, of St. DiaburHemeut*/..... ..........
Reaching
the borders of 70 years of age, officer eats with a fork, while the men described as a - thin, nervous little man,
Johns, who were shot by Fisher, some
Balance ou band June 30, 1877 ...... $ 653,137.14
they as good as say to themselves : dip their fingers into every dish. If by with snowy white hair, a quick gray eye,
time ago, are recovering from their
Lightning recently strotek the “mixer“ We must now take care of what we are chance the morsel of mutton he brings and a wrinkled face without mustache or
wpunds.
mill” of the Lake Superior Powder
about”
Of course, they make sacri- up is not sufficiently appetizinghe puts beard; he wean a rusty suit of black and
Mr. Steward’s house at Omena, Lee- Company’s works, located near Mara white necktie.
lanaw county, was struck by lightning quette, and on explosion resulted, de- fices, avoid a number of treacherous it back again into the uish.— Giurpcvo
A Cincinnati clothing dealer, being
gayeties, and living simply; they per- Cor. New York Herald.
and a little Doy’s clothing set on fire, stroyinga small amount of powder in
unable to soit a countryman, threathaps
give some cause of offense, for the
burning him fatally.
the place and setting the building on
ened to have him arrested if he did
world does not approve of singularity.
The HeUetype Process.
The excitement over the small-pox in fire, which was entirely consumed, to- But let those laugh who win. They
not buy a coat. The simpleton thereOne of the most important discov
Alcona county 1ms about died out, and gether with the entire machinery and hold the censoriousobservations of
upon paid $18 for a $5 garment ; but
of modern times it a method U
little more fears are apprehended of any other contente. A portion of the track
the police compelled the clotliier to recritics in derision, and maintain the even
ducing fac-similes of choice engravin
or tramway was also burned.
further trouble.
turn the money,
tenor of their way. In other words, paintings, drawings, etc.; called \
A small child belonging to a German they conserve their vital force, and try
Never apply Paris green to potato
French publicists employ a regular
“ heliotype process.” The discovery
vines in a dry state. Already one death living near Cato, in Sanilac county, was to keep above ground as long as possior inventionof the process may be said staff of fighting men, who assume rehas occurred this season from inhaling drowned m a wejl, a few days since. The ble. Blustering natures, forgetfulof
to have been made m 1855, though it is sponsibilityfor articlesreflectingou
parents had gone awav, and left the chil- the great truth that “power itself hath
the poison in a dry state.
only very recently that it has been individuals, while imprisonmentresultA woman named Ann Murphy recently dren, several in number, alone. When not one-half the might of gentleness,” brought to its present high degree of ing from censure of Governmental afdied at the Wayne county house who the child fell into the well the other chil- miss the ends for which they strive just perfection. Briefly stated, the process fairs is borne by substitutes, who rewas so paralyzed that the only member dren were too frightened to give the because the force that is in them is not is as follows: Gelatine, mixed with ceve $1 a week.
alarm to a man working close by, but properly economized. Then as regards
she could use was her tongue.
bichromate of pofash, has the property
One of the Southern newspapers tells
shut themselves up in the house, where temper, any man who allows that to
In the Isabella county Circuit Court,
of being so acted upon by fight that its of a mau whose fife was saved bv a plug
they remained until the return of their master him wastes as much energy as
J udge Hart has sentencedJohn Dunning,
pores become entirely, partially or not
)istol
parents.
would enable him to remove the cause at all closed, according to the amount of
a brutal Loomis wife-beater,to a nine
The work on the new Capitol is now of anger or overcome an opponent. fight. By mixing alum with this biyears’ term in the State penitentiary.
progressing rapidly. The rooms in The little boy of 8 years old, who in the chromated gelatine,and drying it on
If you will use tobacco, don't take is out
Mr. James Parks was almost instantly each of the wiugs, the Governor’s room, country is often seen driving a team of
plates in the dark by artificialheat, a of your pocket.
killed at Clam Lake while working in a
and the library are plastered, the ceiling four immense dray-horses,is one of the parchment-like sheet is produced hard
saw-mill.A board flew from the saw he
Of the 40 members of the graduating
and cornices in the Supreme Court room innumerableinstances of the power of enough to print from ; and by exposing
was running and struck him in the stomclass at Williams College, 12 are to be
are finished and the Senate an! Repre- reason over more brute force, which
this sheet to light through a photo- ministers, 7 lawyers, 4 physicians, 3
ach.
sentative chambers are well under way. should induce violent tempers to become
graphic negative,its surface becomes so
Andrew A. Williston, of Chicago a The west and north porticos are nearly
calm from policy, if from no higher varied as exactly to reproduce the marks business men, 3 teachers, 1 a journalist,
sailor on the propeller Caldwell, was
and the rest undecided. Every man is
complete, and ground was broken on motive.
of the engraver and etcher. After the a Free Trader, and there are 10 who
drowned while bathing in the river, at Wednesday last for the east portico. The
Bay City.
The Fire Brigade of Constantinople. plate has been prepared, it is printed class themselves as Independents in pollatter is equivalentto breaking ground
from in an ordinary press, copies being itics.
C. W. Stoddard writes the San Fran, Mrs. John Hyer, of Saginaw City, for a $40,000 house. The dome will be
thus
produced very rapidly, and, of
Major Bolden of the Sixty-eighth
has given birth to healthy triplets, finished by Sept. 15, and the contractors cisco Chronicle from Constantinople:
course, cheaply. So perfectly is the British Infantry in India, went tiger
“
The
fire
brigade
of
this
inflammable
weighing 41,51, aadGi pounds respect- fully expect to have the entire building
original reproduced, that only an ex- hunting near Munselgiiur, in the estate
ively.
ready for occupancy by July 4, 1878. city is better than nothing, for it shows
perienced
eye will readily detect the
William T. Rumney, Secretary of the There are 150 men now employed on the a willingnesson the part of the authori- difference. Copies of fine steel engrav- of Shanpour. He was upon an elephant,
in the act of firing, when the beast sudties
to
afford
the
populace
a
cheap
and
Detroit Board of Trade, and formerly premises.
ings, and other high-pricedpictures are denly started on a run and threw him.
perfectly
harmless
amusement.
ConSecretary J. P. Thompson, of the
United States Marshal of this distiict,
thus brought within reach of people of Matters were then reversed. The tiger
State Agricultural Society, has printed stantinople is always in flames. It has
died recently.
limited means ; and the method by which hunted the Major, and before assistance
several
times
attracted
the
attention
and
The indebtedness of the city of Green- the premium list for the State Fair which the sympathy of the world in consequence the picture is produced, being purely arrived hail killed him.
is to occur at Jackson on Monday, Tuesville is $29,070, a decreaseof $6,669 durmechanical, insures a much more perA well-known clergyman of the
day, Wednesday,Thursday and Friday, of the extent of its suffering. I liave
ing the past year, of which $4,775 was
fect copy than any lithographicprocess
Church of England, in Liverpool, has
Sept.
17
to
21.
It
is a very complete wondered what means are taken to arbonded indebtedness.
can produce.
resigned his charge and left the neighlist, ns it gives the excursion rates of rest the progress of so dangerous an
The Pioneer Furnace, at Negaunee, fare to Jackson on every line of railroad, element in a community that is perfectly
borhood in consequenceof having TieThe
Greek
Revolution.
was totally destroyed by fire a few days
come seriouslv involved in speculations
from nearly every station in the State, at the mercy of it Lounging on the
The revolutionaryfeeling in Greece on the Stock Exchange. He was incumago. Loss, $35,000 to $45,000; partially the officers of the State Agricultural so- bridge one day listening to the delightsince the Russians crossed the Danube
•covered by insurance.
ful
chant
of
a
pair
of
sherbet-sellers
who
bent of one of the most fashionably atciety, the organic law for the incorporaMr. Bromm, of Romeo, has a Mexican tion of the society, the constitution went off every two minutes like a' mu- has growu so intense that the Sultan, on tended churches in the town. His losses
rooster which is very much like other of the society, as now in force, sical clock, looking at the spectacular Monday . ast, called an Extraordinary are estimated at from £7,000 to £10,000.
roosters, but possesses a pair of horns rules and regulations for the populace crowding to and fro, I heard Councilfc o consider measures necessary
Lowell’s acceptance
jpt
of the mission to
to meet possible hostilities,and, os the
two or three inches in length.
government of the Executive Commit- an unusual commotion, and saw that a
Madrid
incites Western newspap(
japers to
result of the Council,Mehemet Ali Pasha
The fire-engine house in Traverse tee, the General rules of the society, and charge of half-nakedinfantry was cutting
luce wh
reproduce
what, as Hosea Bigelow, he
was appointed to the command of the
City is connected by wires to the nearest the usual list of premiums offered. The an avenue through the dense crowd.
y
ago:
annyon the Thessalian frontier. The wrote thirty
Then
came
tive-and-twenty
lusty
fellows
I du believe
belie' It'a wine an* good
church-steeple,and fire alarms are now premiums this year are very liberal.
rising of the Greeks does not grow, out
To Hen' out furrin mlMdoua,
This list can be obtained from Secretary who bore above their heads in triumph a
given by tolling the bell.
Thet in. on urtln andentood
of any sympathy for the Sclaves, but
small
box—
its
size
might
have
been
An' ortbydox conditions ;
At Houghton recently, Michael Strom, Thompson, of Detroit.
poems
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Meanage & Co.,
Calumet, committedsuicide. The cause
in the employ of Brigg,
is

supposed to be temporary insanity.

two by

until Aug. 20 next.

three sons,

a

association will

picnic by boat to Grosse

:8th of

isle

have

on

the

August

A young girl lesiding in the vicinity
pf Kingston, Clinton county, was stung
on the hand recently by a seventeenyear locust, and immediatelyafterward
the wound began to swell and inflame,
causing severe, pain. : It was with great
difficultythat the victim’s life was saved.
.

The

couple

of

away to the mountains it could hardly
have created more sensation in the
bosom of the Constantinopolitan. The
ten tribes leaped for joy; all the nations
sang together.I joined the chorus, for
it was impossible not to be infected by
such universal enthusiasm. On came
another and another and yet another caravan, bearing its trophy aloft and shouting the battle-cry of something which I
was unable to interpret. It seemed to
me that hundreds of these machines were
hurried over the bridge. Some of them
were returning at a moderate pace long
before the procession was over. The
companies saluted one another in great
glee, and the enthusiasm of the hour
was in no wise abated. I asked what was
the meaning of this extraordinarydemonstration. It might have been a race
of the youths of Turkey, or happy souls
bearing tribute to the happy Sultan of
the unhappy empire— but it was not. It
was only the fire department of Constantinople on active duty, and the wonder
is that there is a sole survivorcapable of
telling the tale, or a solitary stone left
standing upon the hills of the Bospho-

triplets,aged 14, who are so much fuse sputteredand went out. “There,
alike that the landlord of the hotel where sir,” said the artilleryman,triumphantthey stop only charges her for the board ly, as he threw the shell on the ground.
for one boy.
“ You were right, after all,” growled the
A meeting of the Veteran Association Marshal, and rode away to another
•of the Twenty-fourth Michigan Infantry point of the line, but at night the Caprus.
was held last week, at the City Attor- tain received at his tent the Cross of St.
Vladimir
for
bravery
in
the
field.
ney’s office at Detroit, President Owen

chair. The

a

feet deep— with a garden hose
A good story of Prince Paskievitch, pump attached. If it were the Ark
of the Covenant being hurried
father of the Princess Volkonsky, and

;

in the

and

Poor Shells.

B. Ensley, Esq., a farmer living about
grandfather of the charming Princess
six miles from Howard City, has a lamb
with five natural legs, six natural feet, Kourakine : During the siege of Warand two tails, twisted one around the saw he had ordered a certain Polish battery to be silenced by his own artillery,
other.
and became perfectly wild with rage on
The Governor has appointed John J.
observing that the artillerytire produced
Graffton, of Ionia, Warden of the new
no appreciableeffect Galloping to the
House of Correction, at Ionia, which
battery he asked: “What itUot is in
will be completed, and convicts received,
charge here?” “I, sir,” answered an
before the 1st of August.
officer. “Then down you go to the
The new “ City Directory” of Detroit ranks this very day,” said Paskievitch;
is being bound, and will be ready for “ you don’t begin to know tout trade
deliveryto subscribersshortly. It con- your shells do not explode.” “ I know
tains 42,720 names, bein^ largely in ex- they don’t,” answered the Captain ; “for
cess of any previous edition.
the best of nil reasons, that they can’t
It has been ascertainedthat the law explode.” “That’s a lie,” said the
for the prevention of cruelty to animals, Prince. “ Is it? See for yourself, then,”
passed, during the last session of the replied the officer, coolly picking up a
Legislature,does not go into operation shell from the pile and lighting the fuse,

A Brooklyn woman has

four :

Assessed Valuation of

New

York..

.

from a disposition to profit by the misfortunes that have overtaken Turkey.
The Greek Revolutionary Committee,
who incited this uprising, was founded
at Athens in 1867 for tne purpose of
aiding the Cretan ineurgents. After the
suppression of that rebellion, a society
was established for the purpose of emancipating all the Greeks under Turkish
rule from the Adriatic to Armenia.
When the rebellion in Hezegovina broke
out, the Committee promised Servia
that ns soon as she gained a victory over
the Turks there should be a general
Greek uprising all over the empire, but
the victory never came. Servia was defeated, and the Greeks remained quiet
until Russia was in the field, and, now
that she is over the Danube, there is
every prospect the signal will be given
for a Greek uprising in Epirus, Thessaly,
Southern Macedonia, and the islands in
the Archipelago.— CAfcapo Tribune,

A Virginian has just compiled a
genealogy of the descendants of Pocahontas. During the course of his
gat
labors he incidentally gathered
the
pedigrees of nearly all the prominent
families of Virginia,and h:
his investigations reveal the singular fact that
nearly every family in the State of any
duration of residence may be interlinked lineally or collaterally.
The

well-to-do pauper isn’t

a person
much equanimity. In
Dubuque, Iowa, one woman who owns
to read about with

several houses and lots, and another who
has a

good bank account, have been

In

St Paul

Charley Ross Three Years
Three years ago on the 1st of July
Charley Ross was beguiled from his
home by Mosher and Douglas. Three
days after the newsp&pera recorded the
then known incidentsof the abduction
of the boy— a story that has grown in
interest With each Btfcceedingmonth,

woman

purchasing & valu-

At the Hammersmith Police Court in
London, the other day, a laborer named
Hemmings was arraigned for whipping
his child Mary with the buckle end of a

belt The

magistrate,in order to test

an
oath before swearing her, questioned
during which the search for the lost boy her as to her knowledge of the Bible,
has been continued. The story of the and she replied that she never heard of
the girl’s knowledge of the nature of

ii The

magistrate, expressing sur-

adjourned the hearing a fortand gave instructionsfor the
bution that fell so strangely upon the child to be taken to a school and inboy’s abductors,the record of the trial structedas to the Bible and the nature
of a man, nearly, if not altogether guilt- of an oath.
lees, who jrap sent, to ipriaotf to' sati1"
, ..Pf so is the story told.
public clamor, aoa Uie report* of]
„ X A fair he»d meekly bowed,

The valuation of real and personal has been made
property in the several wards of the city have seemed unlikely enough to yield
has been received from the Tax Commis- such a treasure. The long-lost Poetry
sioners by the Supervisory The valu- fqr Children,” Charles and Mary Lamb,
published in two tiny volumes at Godation of real estatrtiiia yharis$895,063,win^ Juvenile Library in 1809, has at
933, and of pebohal pkrierty $206,028,last been found in South Australia,,in discoveryof hundreds of boys claimed to
160, making a total together of $1,101,092,093. The valuation of real estate the possessionof the Hon. Mr. hando- be the lost one, have excited the interefit
world.
has increased.$2, 776^918, and there has ver, of Adelaide, and though his courts
1 *

a

able lot of a real-estate dealer asked that

half-craze^ father traveling hundreds of
literary interest miles with a fortune in his pocket to pay prise,
in a region that would for the return of his boy, the tale of retri- night,

much

re-

ceiving money all along from the county.

nothing should be said about it in the
newspapers, os she was “ getting a little
Missing. aid from the county.”

An interesting Discovery.

A discovery of

mean nine thouBan* dolls, per ann.,
Niue thouaan’ more fer outfit,
An’ me to recommend a man
The place 'ould Jest about fit.
I

talk of

.

A shy glance coming after,
Voioas not
And a low sweet laughter ;
r So is the story told
i the cottageold

overload,

//

i

smoky

^

‘

rafter.

following patents were issued to
ry at the end of three years* and
A fair maid flushing
f
red
Michigan iiifpn$or* last ^eek : Stump
With an unknown feeling.
years of a book of which a whole edition now public (attention is excited someBut
ehained
to bow her head
elevator,- Dunnebackek Linden, Lanwas rapidly sold off at the time is a what by reports of new developments
For aU her lover’s kneeling;
sing ; inhaler, J. B. DuGuise, Detroit ;
The aggregate amount of the mort- striking testimony to the power of des- that may lead to the boy’s return. That
Down ’mid the white and
shields for tunnels, T. Jeynes, Detroit ; gagee on church property in Chicago is
t action possessed by children. In the
he may be returned is the wish, if it
Under the painted celling.
door and drawer plates, T. H. Seymour, about $1,411,000.
-Hvper'9 Bazmr.
forthcoming number of the Gentleman'* cannot be called the hope, of millions.
l

gold

0

«!
.

MORTGAGE SALE.

A nows item appeared in the Chicago

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

A Now

papers last week staling that: “Secret T\E FAULT having been mado In the conditions
of payment (of the second inbtallmaut) of a
agents from the French Government here
certain Indenture of mortgage, dated on the Hghth
have secretly contractedwith large firms (8) day of May. one thousand eight hundred and

U

Saturday, July 14m, 1377.

Of all kinds of

Seventy fonr (1874,) made and executedbv John A.
of Chicago packers for immense quantities Roost, and Ci nr a Roost, of the Cltv of Holland.
County of Ottawa,and State of Michigan,parties
THE ASSAULT ON THE PBESIDENT. of army supplies.
of the first part, ami OijabnrchtStHn. of Allegan,
Agents have been in a few other of the County of Allegan, and State of Michigan,party
There can no longer be any doubt of the
of rhe second part, and recorded In thuofllc* of the
<*1 f ,-vf
a.*. I 4%«m t. a f
large cities of this country and in Canada. Register
of^eds, in and
for tha County of Ottawa
existence of a cunning conspiracy on the
Enough food has been ordered to susMay, A. D. 1874, aUwo o'clock lii the afternoon of
part of the disaffected republican leaders
tain a large army during a long campaign.” said day, In Liber “Y,” of mortgages, ou page five
to cut the party out from under the presihundred and thirty five (M5>. And whereas, there
is now claimed to be due and unpaid at thU date
dent by reviving and forcing the old issues,
on said second Instalment of said indenture of

I

£pwwl

and thus leave the administrationhigh
and dry outside, while they resume runniug the machine after the old fashion.

•

«

NOTICETO THE PUBLIC.

SUMMER GOODS
And a

A new medicine discoveredby Dr. Alexander
Bosislo,July 1st, 1876. This remedy is an extract

of

from the branchesof the peach tree, ami will cure

CLOTHING

BOYS’
Is

fine lot

the following diseases, viz: Sore Eyes. Liver
plaint,

offered very cheap at

BOSMAN,

J. W.

This remedy can be procured from druggists, who

ing to the Doctor It will he sent C. O.
per

ALL SINUS Of KEN'S

FMISH1-

Druggists in Michigan:
Heber Walsh, Holland. 2. M. W. Beecher
New Baltimore. 8. A. R. Foster, Otsego. 4. Chas
W. Johnson, Holly. 5. J. K. ft 8. Mcnnley, Niles
8. J. F. Hofmnn, Hubbardson.7. E. 3. Dnnham’
Orandvlllo, Kent Co. 8. Arthur Veltch, May P o.!
TuscolaCo. 9. Kcrkwood Bros., Isphemlng, L.
8. 10. Lonis Meyei, No. 519 12th s/., cor. Galena
Milwaukee,WIs.
1.

Hats & Caps

Great Variety.

in

in New

tar

_

4

Give us

and see our

a call

Goods.

.

W.

J.

A STEKETEE.

Holland, May
CHAS.

20,

BOSMAN.

1870.

SCHMIDT, AUG.

P.

Holland, Mlchrujtal

PLANTER
BY

JUST INVENTED

CHARLES MULDER.

sponsibility and possible danger of open

The

opposition to the president, while allow-

ing his animus to appear as plainly as

SCHMIDT.

W, G.

Our readers can see for themselves the

1877.°’

14,

A LECTURE
YOUNG MEN.

TO

Just Published In a sealed enveloped. Price six cents.

A Lecture on the Nature, Treatment, and radical cure of Seminal Weakness or Spermatorraa,
induced by Self Abuse, Involnntarv Seminal
Losses, Impotcnry,Nervous Debility,and Imped-

and the force of Gov. Chamberlain’s Iments
iments to Marriage generally; Consumption,

address. He U an effective speaker, and

simple fact about the whole matter is the
precise fact which Gov. Chamberlain fails
to see, that the old policy was played out.

It had failed. The war was over, and
peace must come. The question was not
one of

logic, nor

even of choice, but one

&T

The

issue

past; peace vs. anarchy; unity vs. discord.

well for the president, and well for

country. He has pnly to cut loose
from the politiciansand take the reform
the

field

openly and boldly, and he will find

the people at his

back. The open

dissent

from Chamberlain’s attack as soon as he
was done on Wednesday, and the hearty
cheers for the president,are

most

man

in the

land.

'

Sent under seal, in a plain envelope,toanv address, post-paid, on receipt of six come or two
post stamps.
Address the Publishers,

signifi-

Hi

Tiie Philadelphia Weekly Times

says

commit robbery,
which it can be held

If a nation choose to
there

is

no court in

to account, except a court of war, and
iiojjodyU likely to take up

arms against
Great Britain to restore the South Atrican
Republic to its rightful owners. And yet
it

can hardly be that

in this

upon all accepted ideas of local liberty,
can pass unrebuked among the nations of
the

world. It

is

quite likely that the peo-

proving.

VAN 8CUELVEN

G.
Holland, Mich.,

prll

27,

1877.

Bio Rapids, Sept. 26th, 1878.
This Is to certifythat I have been blind for the
past seven years also been troubledwith dropsy.
1 have tried ten of the best physicians in thetitafe
hut they did me no good. Under the treatment of
Dr. Bosislo, at the expiration of one week I Walked
two miles alone. I have used ten bottles of bis
peach branch medicine,and am improvingrapidly
every day.

Men!

Lemonade, Ice Cream, CanHot

1

1

i

.

l...

,>

if

*

---

Holland, Mich., May

McBride,
Mortgagees.
for Sale.

and school house, nt a bargain, 30 acres
of this land is partiallyimproved. Also
40 acres of unimprovedhind in the
ship of Fillmore.Inquire of
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IMIil All AHEM?,
NO. 70, - - EIGHTH STREET.

M. D.

Town-

HOWARD.

Drugs,
Medicines,

Paints

ui
30C0 2HQ2AVIM3; 1849 PAQ23 QUARTO.

Fonr Pages Colored Plates.
A whole library in itself.
Invaluable in a Family.

'

and

Oils

tyNovr

contains twentj-flvo per cent, more
matter than any other one volume EnglishDictionary publishedin this country or Great Britain.

A NATIONAL STANDARD.
The sale Is 29 times as great as the sale of any

Trusses,

Chamois Skins,
Counter, Cloth,

Hair and

ple of the Transvaal have not actually suf-

and
—

Tea

MRS. SOPHIA BARNIER.

.

DOESBTJRQ,
r

Coffee
--AND

MEALS AT ALL HOURS.

ij

Farm

—

Herring,

dies, Cigars,

„

Are sold as cheap at this Drug Store as at any
age so brutal other. Medicineswarrantedto he strictlypure.

a piece of usurpation, so gross an outrage

BERGHUIS.

RESTAURANT,

Administrator’s Sale.

J. 0.
:

Dealer in all kinds of American and Foreign Marble
and Granite.

P.

This Is to certifythat after a treatment of four
weeks by Dr. Bosislo onr six-year old daughter,
who lor nearly two yearn has been lame and deprived of the use of her limbs, bos so far recovered
that she can walk on crutches aud Is steadily im-

TEMPERANCE

mm

C01UL

more

ENGLAND AT HEE OLE THICKS.

English & Dutch languages.

To the Red Ribbon

---- mo ai iui iiimu in poiu
day, at the front door of the County Court House,
In
the
City
of
Grand
Haven,
in
said County of OtDll,
tawa and 8tate of Michigan,that being the place
41 Abb St., New York; Post OfficeBox. 4586.
for holding the Circuit Court lor said County. The
said mortgaged premises to be sold are described
In said mortgage as follows, to wit: All of that
certain piece or parcel of land being sitnatedIn
N the matter of the estate of Frederick Van
he Connty of Ottawa and State of Michigan,
Den Beldt, deceased. Notice is hereby given known and describedas follows, viz: The souththat ! shall sell at public auction, to the highest east quarter of the north-east quarter of sectibn
bidder, on Wednesday the dghieenthday 0foJuly, twenty three (21) In townshipfive [51 north of range
A. I).
v.«vi» ,i,
me fifteen [15] west, excepting the Village of New
'. at two „
o’clock
in ,„c
the oiujiuuuu,
afternoon, un
on the
premisesherein described In the Township of Hoi- Groningen and the Tannery property so-called,
land, in the County of Ottawa. In the Suae of
conveyed by Albert Borgers and Albert Nijmeijer,
.Michigan,pursuant to license and authority agents, to Augnst Jansen, by Deed, executedSepgrantedto me on the twenty-eighthday of Mav, A. tember 14th, 18.'»2.containing by computation
D. 1877, by the Probate Court of Ottawa County, twenty-three acres of land more or less.
Michigan,all of the estate, right, title and interGhand Haven. Mich.. Jnnc 19th, 1877.
est of the said deceased, of. In and to the real esHENDRIK LANNING. and
tate situated and being In the County of Ottawa
ALBRHl JUDDERING,
in the State of Michigan,known and desciibed as
Geo. \\ .
Mortgagee*.
follows,to-wlt; All that certain piece or parcel ofA Homey for
HM 3w
and particularlydescribed ns follows: commencing at a point two (<) rods south, and six (tt) rods
West of the North-cast corner of the Northeast
quarter'tX) of the North-west quarter (17) of section thirtv-three(38), town five. (5) North, range
I will sell eighty acres of .splendid clay
fifteen (1ft) West, in the County of Ottawa, and
State of Michigan, thence running South eleven soil, six miles from this city. Near church

rods, eight and one fourth (SJO links; thence
K»st six (61 rods; thence South nine (fl) rods,
fifteenand three-quarters (l')*4)links; thence West
hold their party against Mr. Hayes on the twenty (*)) rods and ten and one-half (10«<n linksold hloody-shirt cry than the democratic thence North twenty (#)) rods and twenty-four (24)
links; thence East fourteen U4) rods and ten and
leaders their followers In a protest against ono half (lOJtf) links, to place of beginning,containlng two and one-fourth (2^> acres of land
supporting a “fraudulent president.” The being a part of the North-eastquarterof and
the
prospect for a break-up of the old parties North-west _qnarterof sectionthlity-three (:«)
aforesaid, lemiM made known at time and place
grows visiblybrighter,and no other politi- of sale.
ISAAC MARSILJE, Administrator.
cal prospectcould be half so inviting us
Dated: June 2nd, A. D. 1877.
SpringfieldRepublican.

republican leaders can no

cut in both the

GRAND

j

(11)

cant. The

BHJSUWKES.

having been made In the conditions
v0f a c*£ta,u mortgage dated the 4th day of
Chas.
<0 Bro.,
October, A. D. 1869, made and executed by Albert
77
CANAL
STREET.
Borgers and Janna Burgers, of Holland, in the
14-1 y
County of Ottawa and State of Michigan, parties
RAPIDS, MICH.
cfthetlrst part, and Hendrik Lanning and Albert
Juddering, of Zeeland, Ottawa County, Michigan,
Yours Re pect fully,
parties of the second part, recorded In the office
MKJJ. ELLA MARSHALL.
j)f the Register of Deeds In and lor the County of Ottawa and State of Michigan,on the 6th dayof JannFremont Cintrh. Mich., March 2J, 1877.
sry, A. D. 1870, at 8 o’clock in the forenoonof said
This is to certify that I have been suffering from
day In Liber “T" of Mortgages,on page 84. And
chills and fever for 8 months; cured with one botHaving opened a
whereas, there is claimed to be due amt unpaid at
tle of Dr. Boaisio's medicine.
this date the snm of three hundred ana sixty
CHAS. DICKERSON.
and 55-lOOths dollars for principal aud interest;
and whereas, the said mortgage containsa condiI have been suffering with fever aud ague for 13
months;
tion that when any proceedingsshall be taken to
lonths;have employed numerous physicians hut
_______ Was
_____cured
____ with 3 bottles of
foreclose said mortgage by virtue of the power of
Next door to G. Van Patten's Store, we would derived
e rived __
no benefit.
sale in said mortgage contained, the snm of ten respectfully call the attentionof the Public to Dr. Boslslo’speach branch medicine.
collars as au attorneyor solicitor'sfee shall be the facilities we offer them in all kinds of refreshRespectfully DORA HAC’KERSON.
paid by the party of the first part to the party of ments and eatables,mch as
In
behalf
of Dr. Bosislo. I will sav that my
the second part, and all the legal costs and charges
daughter has been sick with fever und ague for six
of such foreclosure and sale In cas>e proceedings
months: have tried a great Inany different medlshall be taken to foreclose the same, and, no suit
cine* lint with the same result.— Procuredsome of
at Law or in Chancery having been Instituted to
Dr. Bosislo’s medicine,and after takingly bottles
recover said debt or any part theroof. Note Thereof it she was entirely cured.
fore, mike l» hereby given that by’ virtue of the
MRS. HARRINGTON.
power of sale containedIn said mortgage, and of
the statute in such case made and provided, the
I havebeen troubled with theague for 11 month.-*;
said mortgage will be foreclosed,by a aale if the
nave tried every kind of medicine that I could get,
mortgaged premises,or so much thereofas is
out could not get anything to help me. Hearing
necessary to satisfy the amount due upon said
of Dr. Bosislo I sent to him for some medicine,
mortgage,for principal and interest,said attorney
and alter taking one bottle I am entirelycured.
fee, and the costs and expensesof foreclosure anil
n 1 .i sa
si
V•
Yours Respect fully,

1877.

with the presidentis thus

sharply made. It is the future vs. the

It is

This Lecture should be In the hands of

every yonth and every

of absolute necessity. President Hayes
could not have carried on the government
I
upon the Grant and Chamberlain policy—
as Grant himself saw and confessed.

F.

_____

he spoke on a subject that showed him at thor of the “Green Book,” Ac.
The world-renowned author. In this admirable
his best. Of course, his argument against Lecture, clearly proves from his own experience
the president’sCourse in Louisiana and that the awful consequencesof self-abusemay be
effectuallyremoved without medicine, and without
South Carolina is strong, and even logical dangerous surgical operations,bougies, Instruments, rings, or cordials ; pointing out a mode of
in words and forms, but it is not logical cure at once simple, certain,and effectual, by
ia history. Progress is always inconsis- means of which every sufferer, no matter what
his conditionmay be, may cure himself cheaply,
tent, and logic has always been invoked privately, and radically.

to prevent and discredit progress. The

Inscriptions

sizes.

Schmidt

Holland, Mich., July

that he should take* the front eagerly in a

spirit

kinds and

Mortgage Sole.

war upon the administration.He is out
at least notoriety.

HOWARD

all

1877.

Holland, Mich., April 26, 1877.
It is a pleasure to inform you, thattnywHe, who
has been confined to her sickbed foe « years, has
so f*r recoveredher health and strength that she
Is enabled to enjoy her oht-doorwalks regnlarlv
after having been treated by Dr. Ugslsio three
weeks. This Improvement Is steadily going on,
and we have reason to hope for a further,cure.

pvEFAULT

with evident satisfaction.It is natural

of politics;he ||aeverything to gain, and

Executrix qf the Last JVW and Testament
of GijsbrechtStein, d ceased.
ft McBKIDK, Atty'sfor Executrix.

wUlUoffetredCOaUty r,8ht* aud t0WUliMP rights

though he had formulated it in words
which might sometime come back to
plague him. To Gov. Chamberlainwas
assigned the duty of making open fire
upon the president, and he dischargedit

nothing to lose; he gets

MARY STEIN,

patent will be for sale by November next,

0/

26,

After many efforts in the course of the list threo
years, with severalphysicians, for tn&raof weak
eyes, wo calle«' in the services of Dr. Boefaio, who
cured my daughter’s eyes In two wecta^T

42-ly

A NEW PATENT

COEN

Price, $5

For Sale at the Following

MODS,

STEKETEE.

aftl/l

D.

doz., $8 per half doz.- Not less than a half doz.

sold to any ouc.

T

STEKETEE

older If they have it not on hand; or by writ;

will

MERCHANT TAILOR.

mortgace contains a condition that as often as any
proceedings is taken to foreclose the same bv virtue of the power of sale therein containedthe sum
of twenty (20) dollarsshall be paid by the party of
the first part to the party of the second part as a
reasonable attorney's or solicitor's
fee, and all the
administeredto the presideut by the Iowa
P. & A.
legal costs and charges ot such foreclosure and sale
In case proceedings shall be taken to foreclose the
convention,show one of the ramifications
P. & A.
have received 100 same, and no suit at law or chancery having been
of the conspiracy. The ostentatious dininsiitnted to recover said debt or any part thereof,
barrels of salt that must be sold.
Aotr, therefor,notice is hereby given, that by virtue
ner to Robeson
Jersey, with
of the power of sale containedIn said mortgage
A full line of the finest Teas, and a lot tod of the statute in such case intde And providca.
Blaine’s significant presence and speech,
thn
11 Kit /.tm/tl a.1 K..
_ _1
the said mortgage will bo foreclosed by a sale oi
is obviouslya part of the same movement, more of new calicoea at 6 cts. per yard, of
the mortgaged premises,
or w
so saJUVIl
much lUWlXJUl
thereof Un
as jfl
is
vsssaovtrs
the finest colors, just received at
necessary to satisfythe amount due on said mortBrother Bowen’s celebration at Woodstock
P. &
gage for principal and interestdf said Installment,
this week turns out in the same directiou,
said attorney'sfee. aud (he legal^jeosta and expenses
offorcclosnreand sale allowed by law, atpnbllc aucmore importantand striking, because less
tion or vendue to the highestbidder on the tenth
(10) day of September A. D. 1877, at twelve o'clock
masked, than any previous one.
at noon of said day, at the front door of the
Senator Blaine’s speech, is eminently
County Court House, in the Cltv of Grand Haven
in said County of Ottawa and State of Michigan,
characteristic. Seizing the Mexican situathat being the place for holding the Circuit Court
tion os a ground upon which to base a
for said County. Said mortgaged premises to be
sold are described in said mortgage as follows, to
just and needed protest against any terriwit: All that certain piece or parcel of laud, sitnate in the City of Holland, in the County of Ottorial grabs in that direction, he cunningly
tawa and State of Michigan, and descriheuas foldigressed into a revival of the old sectionlows, to wit: Lot numberedfive and the west
fourth part of lot numberedfour In Block fifty
al issue, as uncalledfor as it was unjustieight (ffl) in the village (now city) of Holland, in
the County of Ottawa and State of Michigan,acfiable. With equally characteristic cuncordingto the recorded map of the same.
ning the Milne senator avoided the reDated, Holland, Mich., June 9th, A. D. 1877.

Com-

Diseases of the Lnngs, Dyspepsia,Dropsy,

Sick Headache, Heartburn, Catarrh, Fevers, etc.

gotifrjs.

hr largest supply of bleached and unPackard's suggestiveappearance at Des bleached Muslins in the county cun
be
Moines last week, and the pointed rebuff found at

Column.

Dr. Bosisio’s

Arrival

other large Dictionary.
More than 30,000 copies have been placed In the
public schools ol the United States.
Keccoramended by 28 State Superintendentsof

Schools.

ry

CECHltfNE ANT1NE.

1st, 1877.
538

MORTGAGE SALE.

Had catarrh five years and fever ami ague three

months. Employed numerous

Bancroft. Pres
cotl. Motley, Geo. P. Marsh, llalleck, Whittier,

U

‘

law, at pnbllcanrtion or vendue, to the highest bidder on the Tenth (10) day of September, A. 1). 1877. at
one o clock iu the aftei noon ol said day. at the front
doorqf the County Court House, in the City of
0/a»a Haven, iu said County of Ottawa, and State
of Michigan, lhat being the place lor holding the
Circuit Court for *sald Connty; Said mortgaged
premisesto he sold arc deecriocdiu said mortgage
as fellows, to wit: All that certainpiece or parcel of land, situate In the City of Holland, in the
County of Ottawa, and State of Michigan,aud described as follows, to wit; Lot numberedfive (5)
and the west fourth part of lot numbered four (4) In
Block fifty elg'it(58) in the village,(now city) of
Holland,
the County of Ottawa,and State of
Michigan,according to the recorded map of the

Sick with consumption for ten years. Cured In
two weeks by using 10 bottle* of Dr. BosUlo's
pencil branch medicine.

HANS HANSEN.
for fotiryears. Have
the best doctors In the State and could find no
relief. Procured the services of Dr. Bosislo, and
in three weeks felt perfectly well. 3Iy wife was
sick five years with lung disease and consumption;
the tried numerous physicians, but Idttndno relief.
Was cnied in live weeks by Dr. Bosislo.

Had lung disease and dropsy

tried

Your* respectfully,

m

Dated, Holland, Michigan,JnneSth, A. D. 1877.

ISRAEL O. HOFFMAN, Assignee.
Willis,Saxo, Elihu Burrltt,Daniel Webster,
Howard ft McBbidb, Att'ysfor Assignee.
Rufus Choaie.H. Coleridge. Smart, Horace Mann.
to the British Empire. We infer from
PresidentsWoolsey, Wayland, Hopkins,Nott,
A1 the leading Patent Medicines in the market. Walker, Anderson, [more tnau fifty College Presithe very dignified proclamationof PresiA lull Stock of the very best Perfumery sold Id dents in all,] and the best American and European
scholars.
dent Burgers,who “submits provisionally bottle or by measure.
HOLLAND, MICH.,
“Indispensableto every student of the English
J.
O.
DOESBURG.
under protest’' until he cun lay the facts
language.”—Jf. It. Waite, Chid Justice United
Holland, Mich., July 2fl, 1876.
Does
a
general
Banking, Exchange, and ColStates.
in the case before the governments of Eulectionbusiness. Collections made on all point
The
Highest
Authority
in
Great
Britain
as
well
as
rope and America, that the local adminislit the UnltedStafesand Europe. Particular attei
in the United States.
tion paid to the collections of Banks and Bankers
tration will be practically undisturbed,
“Tfco Kit practicalZngllifcDictionary •xtant."— Remittances made ou day of payment. All busiLondon Quarterly Review,Oct. 1873.
ness entrustedto me shall have prompt atten
while the Volksraad will be relieved from
Hm opened up a new
tion Interest allowed on time deposits, snhject
ALSO
the necessityof maintaining a military
to check at light. Foreign exchange bought
and sold. Tickets to and from all points in Europe
force for protection against the native poNttioul Pictorial
sold at my
r
600 Engravings;1040 Pages Octavo.
pulation. This may be regarded as an acm
N. KENYON.
fered frony the annexation of their territory

physicians, hut re

having been made In the conditions ceived no benefit.Dr. Bosisio cured mv ague in
of payment (of the third instalment)of a 24 hours, ami my catarrh in three weeks, with
certain Indenture of mortgage,dated on the eighth peach branch medicine, •'
MISS ANNIE BAUTHER.
(8th) day of May, A. D. 1874, made and executed
by John A. Roost, and Clara Roost, of the City of
I have been sick and sufforingwlth a sore throat
Holland, County of Ottawa. State of Michigan,of for the past five years. 1 have tried numerous
the first part. Gijsbrecht Stein, of Allegan, of the
physicians, but could find no relief until I employed
County of Allegan, and State of Michigan,of the Dr. Bosisio, amd after taking four bottlesof ‘his
second part, and recorded In the office of the Reg- pencil branch medicine, since three weeks under
Ister of Deeds in and tor the County of Ottawa aud
his care, I feel as well as ever I did.
State of Michigan, on the eleventh (11th) day of
Your true friend,
May, A. D. 1874, at two o'clock in the afternoonof
SUSAN BAILEY.
said day in Liber “Y” of mortgagts on page five
hundred and thirty-five(53ft) which third instillI, recovering from a serious Illnesswish to make
ment of said indenture of mortgage was on tic a few remarks in behalf of Dr. Bosislo, who has
fifth (5) day of March, A. D. 1875, duly assigned by
been my faithful physician until I am entirely out
said Gijsbrecht Stein to I. O. Hoffman, of Allegan, of danger. I was attended by kwo of the lending
Michigan, said assignment was recorded In the physiciansIn Fremont, who nld a commltaiion,
office of the Register of Deeds in and for with the decision that I conM\ not survivemore
the County of Ottawa and State of Michigan, than one hour from the tlrawK tlieir meeting.—
on the third f3dl dayof Mav, A. 1)., 1877, at one Dr. Bosisio brought me uDttljnnROf danger in(!) o'clock In the afternoon of said day. in side of 24 hours, and iu thrajflta.was on my leet
Liber ”4.”
‘‘4,” of ’*
Mortgages, on page two hnn- again.— To the Dr. 1 am indwaverygrateful.
dred and ninety eight, (21W). And whereas,
MRS. MAH? J’. SHOOTER.
SIR
•here is now claimedto he due, and unpaid nt tins
dare, on said third installment of said inde
It
is
with
pleasure
that
I
ra&c
this
statement 1r.
indenture of
Mortgage,the sum of one hundred am] seventeen regard to a serious ill Dues from which I have just
and 42-100 dollars,(§117 42-100,) for principal and recovered.— Some six weeks ago I was to bo con
illterVSt.
And, whereas,
•...v.v.in, me
rhe naiu
said lilUttllllin;
indenture of
til
fined, and engaged one of the first physiciansof
Mortgagecontains a condition that as often as any Fremont to attend me; my tone being au uncomproceedingis taken to foreclose the same by virtue mon difficult one. I got no encouragement from
of the power of sale therein contained, the sum him.— I then called a second one, who with nearlv
of twenty (20) dollars shad be paid by the party of the same result, discouragedme to such an extent
the first part to the party of the second part as a that I was driven into fits. At last I called Dr.
reasonable attorney's or solicitor’sfee, and al) the Bosislo, who relieved me of the child and all pain
legal costs and charges of such foreclosure and and danger; to him I owe my sluceje thanks.
sale In case proceedingsshall be taken to fordone
ANGELIN* TROYLEY.
(lie same, and no suit at law or. chancery having
been Instituted to recover said debt or any part
WebbciN Lake Co., Mich.; July 25, 1876.
thereof.Now, therefore, notice is hereby given, that
I had been suffering fmm catarrh for four years.
by virtue of the power of sale containedin said I have been treated by four different physician*
mortgage and of the statute in such case made and during the time but derived no permanent benefit.
provided, the said mortgage will bu foreclosed by a
After being under the care of Dr. Buiisio live days,
sale of the mortgaged premises, or so much there
and having taken live bottlesof his. peach branch
of as is necessary to satisfy the amount due on medicine. I am feeling perfectly cured. »nd gmtusaid mortgage for principal and Interestof said InlulLf recommend him to all persons sufferingwith
stallment, said attorney’s fee, and the legal costs
and expenses of foreclosure and sale allowed by
MISS ALICE ROWE.

r\EFAULT

same.

Warmly reccommended by

Jewett St., Grand Rapids, Mich.

Paint Brushes.

Nathan Kenyon, Banker

JOHN BALDWIN.
Baldwin, Mich.. July 15th, 1876.
have been troubled with catarrhIn Its worst
forms for about six years. 1 have trligf different
physicians and patent medicines,hut derived iw
benefit. After taking five hoUle* off Dr. Bosislo’.
peach branch medicine, I am happy to say I am at
I

well as ever.

MIKE
Had

runningsore

O’BRIEN.

'

three years; enred in nlnt
days by using Dr. Bosislo'* peach branch medicine
a

for

L.

OLSON.

•

PETER

BRAAM

Meat Market,

tual ad vantage,,but the people might have

Near the corner of

been allowed to choose for themselve*
whether to accept the advantage or not.
The English colonists in America did not
think the protection of the crown sufficient
to counterbalance the loss of liberty,and
it is possible that the Dutch colonistein
Africa today hold the same opinion,
itrengthened by the fact that they are
bound to the British crown by no ties
whatever, and have no reason to feel
otherwise than distrustful toward their

RIVER & TENTH STREETS.

British neighbors at the Cupe.

HiWi

Mourj,

PnbUihed by 0.

fi

C.

KMEIAH,

SpriBfflild,Man.

office.
i{

by

mSOH, BLAX1MAH, TAYlOII

00., N.T.

Webster’sPrimary School Dictionary, 204 Engrav’a

Preshfi, Salt

Meats

u —

i

ELSE.

High

School

School

874

*97
Oil

”
“

in the State,but they could do nothing forme
commenced under the treatmentof Dr. BobImIo
an Italian physician,last week, and In twelve
hours got up and left my bed. Respectfully,
MRS. H. HAHN.
tors

City Hotel,

Counting
with unmerons
Illustrationsand many valuabletables not to be
found elsewhere.

Lhnve been troubled with sore eye* and dyspep
for the past five years. Have tned severe
doctors bnt have found no relief. I procure*
Dr. Bosisioand after taking one bottle of hi
peach branch medicine I feel perfectly well. ‘
iia1

WILLIAM STOWE.
E.

KILLEAN, Proprietor.

*

Call and .See and trad# to
your own advantage.

,

Common

**

As cheap as

ANYWHEREr

“
“’ AcademicHouse
• “““
**

JENNIE SNIDER.
Bio Rapids, Sept. 86, 1876.
This is to certify that I have been sick for th«
past five years, having tried twelve ol the best doc
I

the

Webster’s Abridgments.
PabMsd

.

Had sore eyes 12 years : employed a great manj
physician*, but received no benefit. Dr. Boslsk
cured me in quo month.

P. BRAAM.
Mich., June 1, 1877., 16-4w

Fine Building Site For Sale.
rpHE

East

•1877.
45 feet

of Lot 5 In Block 36. ' Sitnated

A. Steketee’s General Store,
Inquire of
II.
Holland, April 7,

ft

WuiingtoiSir,, -

- flmd Sim,

M

onWhtb "irecL

CONSULTATION FREE,
No. 20, Ninth Street,

DOESBURG.
g-tf

First-Class Accom modatious.

Residence of A. Westveer

Gold

The weather is good

steady at 105%.

is

s.

f Whkat

&

Raspbbuuikhare scarce

The bark

business is raging with un-

it is distressingly

summer.

-

•

We

D

pronounce

-

Wendell Phillips will

.

well.

v:

Mr. W. W. Burke, our harbor inspector,
who has been quite ill for some days, is
better.
04

Men

---- —
wisdom by experience. No-

make

it

his

--

laugh.

--

STAR HAT
STORE,
MONROE

will

Next door to Sears’ Bakery. Has the

-

L-A.RC3-EST

-

Kenyon’s A public meeting of the Red Ribbon
Club will be held on next Tuesday even-

And

county.

“Please

don’t shoot the

A Massachusetts gardener says that a
wash made of chimney soot will keep po-

-

IN

sign on a farmer's fence near Chicago, inj

tended for city sportsmen
after prairie chickens.

--

-

The

•

tato vines clear of bugs.

-----

who go

-««»>

out

1Maw

--

aggravation of this world is not in

and

A boat-hide and

seven years.

pic-uic to Saugatuck

was indulged in, on Thursday, under the
auspices of the Episcopal Church.'

weather was pleasant, and

a

The

good time

en-

joyed.

In his memoirs, Jeff Davis will sharply
criticise Gen.

Joseph E. Johnston, and

--

. -

Goods,

Dry
- Furnishing

We

non pursuit of the tederals at Bull Run.

Monday

will

make weekly

trips between Holland

and Manistee, touching at
points.

The

all intermediate

isfied if

from

my

an-

headed by

and will be

sat-

sity of

will fight

all the professors of the

Cheap John

intention is to supply the

The

WANTED.

Univer-

Leyden.

across the

towns up north with fruit and produce

Ever
erything in the line of Produce will be

has

moved

enterprising proprietors of the City \ the Post office, where

idlest market prices.
the hig

near

he hopes to

see

J

to

W

old customers.He offers to sell now
to their busaccommodation of their cheaper than ever, and will increase his
It is offered as something new that four guests— something that was needed, and slock in accordance to the growing delittlepigs were found killed in North Hol- will be an addition to their growing pop- mand of his trade.
land, last week, by a porcupine In a pig ularity.
The undersigned hereby tender their
pen, and whereas we don’t pretend to be
The followingmembers have been duly sincere thanks to the young men of North
posted in all the meandcringe and natural
installed as officers of the I. O. O. F.
Holland for their kindness in clearing
traits of a porcupine,we invite some of
N. O.— R. A. Schouteu.
away the temporary shade erected for the
our old American settlers to enlighten us
V. G.-W. Butkau.
celebration of the 4th of July in North
Sec.— N. W. Bacon.
on this subject.
iness, fur the

:

Treas.— J.

The

reinforcementsto her

fleet

in Besika Bay.

coat-tailpocket.”

Fears are entertainedthat the war

mistake occurred in our locals

Messrs. Boone & Alberti have received

may a

yet become general in Europe.

A

By order of Committee,

fresh supply

of horses. This

firm

handles a large number of horses in

a

year, and would foot a larger number of
last

week, staling that Mr. B. P. Higgins, was
building an addition to bis art gallery.
Mr. Higgins will move bis gallery in Mr.
Bertsch’sstore, immediately west of hi

A. P. Stegenga.

dollars in the aggregate than

one would

superficiallyimagine.

1875.

NEWFIRM! CROSBY’S
(«.

“Pull

Comer Monroe an d Ionia
Having pnccocdedthe late Arm of G. VnnPutten
A Co., ut the »amo atend and tn the name bnslne«a
winheH to Rdvertirc through the column? of the
Newb htp stock of

-'O'— -1——'

This

Rapids.

was in imminent danger of getting smashed
by his mother who was
line

The

Goods

j,re

the juvenile could get In motion she

had him by

-

the ear, and

with a hot box.

—

—

he was

laid

up

first-class

-

PRICES
ARE LOW.
----o

Breakfast 25 ets. Dinner 25
ets. Supper 25 ets.

A prompt delivery free of charge, can

At the Vassnr commencement Miss

e,fler professionof medicine,
said: “Statistics prove to us that even If
they desire It all woman cannot marry, as

OYSTERS A SPECIALTY

be relied upon.

women

t3T

CmAND
G.

SEE.

Meals got up

VAN PUTTEN.

order any time,

GIVE THEM A TRIAL.
-

t-»

Ji.UMMl
DEALER IN

Boots and Shoes
Rubbers, Slippers, etc.

Of the neateststyles and best qualitieswhich I
offer cheaperthan anybody elao.

ELFERDINK’S

from drowning

in one of the

South branch

Rev. J. D. McCord, from the Presbyter-

(Chicago) Blips, when every one who witian Church of Allegan, intends to visit nessed the accident supposed the man to
the fact that the work is progressing nicethis place during part of next week, in
be beyond succor.
ly, the center cut of the dredges is nearly
view of bolding a “Children’sSunday
NO. 22 RIVER STREET,
completed, and have now started on the
Anthony Grogan, jumping for the ferry
School Singing Convention,” and desires
side cuts. When the dredging is com- that every sunday-school shall be repre- boat Victoria, at the foot of Woodward
pleted we will have ample water in the
sented. The object is to instruct in snn- avenue, Detroit, missed and fell, but he
channel for anything that floats in Lake
Tbs above firm nuke a specialtyof enstom work.
day-school singing. Mr. McCord is known was savedi by John Horn, Jr. This makes
Guarantee satisfaction.Their prices are low
Michigan. The piers are being refilled by
among ns as an 'excellentsinger and has the one hundred snd thirtieth person that enough to compete with any boos* la the city.
Air. R. Kantcrs, which work is also proThey keep constantly or. hand a choice varietyof
had much experienceand success in these Mr. Horn has rescued from drowning. It Ladles and Children show and gaiters.
’ greasing finely. A
brush mattress has
conventions. More particular notice will is thirteen years since Mr. Horn, Sr., took
Repairing neatly done and at
been sunk outside of two bad, leaky cribs,
be given in the various sunday-echoolsto- np his quarters at the foot of Woodward
hort Notice.
and had to stand a heavy storm immediateavenue, occupying the restauranton the
morrow.
W. k H. ELPERDINK.
ly after being sunk, the mattras stood it
wharf. His son John was then a youth of
amazingly well, however, and it is hoped /it is rumored that we are to have^
twenty years, a powerful athlete, well
will effectually atop the further settling (steam
boa plying between Holland and
» in boat
known in base ball circlesthere as one of
of those cribs. At some places where the \hl£&go in a few weeks. We sincerely
the strongestbatsmen ever tnrned out In
filling and stone have washed out, the wish to s
see it, and build up a remunera- Detroit Before Mr. Horn established bis
cribs are being prepared to receive their tive route. The fruit culture is steadily
headquarters on the wharf at the foot of
refilling by the dredge, which will pick up increasing, and Ills fair to presume that in
Woodward avenue, the place was dangerthe stone out of the channel and deposit about two years more one boat will not be
ous, as there were no railings along the
it back in the crib, where it belongs, thus able to carry it to market About a quarshores, and oftentimesthe nights were so
Eighth Street, City of Holland
doing double work. For once, it seems ter of a million of fruit trees have been set
dark and so foggy that it was easy to walk
as if A)ur harbor was receiving an over- out since the big fire, and this year we
off suddenly into twenty-five feet of water.
hauling that is intended to keep. The jiear of a hundred thousand more by two
Mr. Horn has lost $1,500 worth of clothdifficulty which the dredge machine bus parties,in close proximity to Black Lake,
ing In saving life, sometimesmining a
encountered with heavy currents running and we are happy to say, at last it begins
new and handsome suit within an hour
in and out, sometimes crippling the dredge, to look as though we will have a regular
after putting on for the first time. In 1871
effectuallyexplodes the idea that we have steamboat line between this city and Chibis admirers in Detroit gave him a beautinot current enough at this harbor to keep cago at no distant day. It would unful gold medal, and this he lost in rescu___
a channel, and confirms the idea that if doubtedly have this advantage that by
ing a person from drowning. In the resour piers are sand tight, onr channel will steady running it would stimulate trade
cue of Anthony Grogan, Air. Horn lost
remain good. Preparationsare also being and travel and would build up its own
his gold watch and chain and a medal
made for the crib which is to be sunk at business. Our railroad connections are
presented to him by the city authorities.
„ , Full line for the Winter trade.
the end of the north pier, and the whole such that a steady boat line ought to find
Two years ago Congress voted him a gold
#ork is in a fair way of early completion. lots of freight.
1 Holland, Jan. 1, 1870.

A visit to our harbor works revealed

to

and satisfaction guaranteed.

ANNIS & BROEK,

-

you want a square meal go
and try them.

and give her steam!

Here comes the switch engine!” But be
fore

Spring Chickens on Hand.

Etc., Etc. If

coming after him.

of a special
Holland, Aug. 2, 1870.
present place, which he has rented with
place for the transaction of money order/
view of enlarginghis gallery and iucreas-\busiuess.The carpenterwork was dofle they are largely In excess of the male popDrs.
ing his facilities, and the addition is being
essrs. Te Roller & Schoon, who are ulation, and even then the growing scarcity of estimable men renders It still more
built on the back of Mr. Bertscb’s store,
fast building up a reputationfor doing
for Mr. Higgins’ accommodation. It is a the finest kind of work. Our friendly hazardous,if not impossible,”a sentiment
pleasant task to make note of nil improve- and accommodatingpostmaster is always which elicited considerable applause.
)
ments.
ou the alert to supply all the accommodaNo. 86, Eighth Strest.
The loss of the schooner Wm. J. Whaltions to the public within bis power.
ing, near Grand Haven harbor, and the 0pp. VanRaalte’s Shoe Store.
As we promised, when we took hold of
The new blacksmith shop of Dykema gallant rescue of her crew by Capt. Jerome
this office, over a year ago, we would condealers in
McBride and the crew of the tug Miranda,
stantly enlarge our facilities for all kinds Bros., has been thrown open to business a
are well rememberedby most of our lake Drugs, Medicines, Paints, Oils,
of job printing—so we have again added few days since, just west of the Pioneer
mariners. Senator Ferry, it is understood,
a lot of new material to this establishment Bakery on Eighth street. The building is
and Fancy Articles.
which will enable us to do better work painted a lively red, and contains room has taken in hand the task of procuring
earefally prepared atallhoan of
medals for the heroes of that occasion, thePreMiipUonr
and cheaper. All kinds of fancy and plain enough to accommodateseveral horses at
day and night. Onr stock is all flrst-clus,snd
with such success that the medals will we offer It to the public cheap for cub.
work done, from a card to a poster, at the once. Mr. C. Dykema's reputation as a
We Inviteonr Mends and tbs public generally to
probably be struck and forwarded before
shortest notice, and cheaper than ever be- blacksmithneeds no reccommendation at
give us a share of their pttroiuge.
fall. Only a short time ago, Alex PatterT.KANNW.M.D.
fore. Brief work we make a specialty, our hands, as he is well known among our
son,
one
of
the
heroes of the Whaling
and will do it cheaper titan any other of- farmers as an efficient and a hard working
rescue, who is now a fireman on the steam
W. & H.
fice in the county. Come and see our mechanic. Call and see him in his new
barge Tempest, rescued a lumber shover
quarters.
new material and machinery.
-------

and remains the popuEating House of
f Gran
Grand

is

lar

Crockery,
Flour & Feed.

who

Quite an improvement has been raa'deV "l10

-

Ireelt.

GRAND RAPIDB.

Hats & Caps,

out, Bill!” shrieked an engineer’s

son to a playmate,a brakeman’s boy,

Culbertson in her defense of the

in the Post office consisting

MORTON HOUSE BLOCK.

Van Fatten.

Groceries,

“Git on the main

The grain markets in London are steady.

Holland, Mich., November 5,

Dry Goods,

Holland.

Hummel.

news from Europe inFrock coats of enormous length are now
dicates that the Russian campaign in
fashionable in London. “The other day,”
Asiatic Turkey is a failure. The Russians
says a writer in the London World, “I saw
are making steady progress on the South
a faultlessly dressed young man nearly
side of the Dunube, and more seem to be
dislocate his backbone trying to reach his
crossing every day. England is sending
latest war

and

receive

his auction store
ireVl

street, in the building

Hotel have added a free hack

from here.

Provisions,etc

We invite the Public to come and examine our stock and
judge for themselves. Our line of clothing is very large and
complete and we have no doubt but we can satisfy all who
wish to purchase.

keep away

door.”

Flour & Feed,

last. The new firm have our best

European war,

all wars,

dogs who

Groceries,

HOLLAND, MICH

RIVER STREET,

Brcede, Utrecht, has received numerous
Stephens, when asked signatures, as also has another which is

sec posters around town advertising for an opinion on the

Notions and Trimmings,
Hats & Caps,

Stoneware,

Drug
streets, on

The

that the steam barge John T. Edwards swered, “I hate

•
Goods,

the read-

ing of a sign displayed from the City
Store, cor. Washington and 2d

Alexander H.

KOFFERS,

&

Crockery,

charge him with the responsibilityfor the

tomer.

of

Clothing,

wishes for posterity.The son weighs 0
baptism,of which we made men- pounds.— G. H. News- Journal.
new goods, he is bound to keep a full line tion in our last issue, was conducted by
Holland objects to the annexation of
and sell them so cheap that sales are easily Rev. Wm. M. Coplin, and was done by
the
Transvaal republic by England, and a
effected.The store is neatly arrangedand the M. E Church, instead of the Wesleyan
protest
drawn up by the famous Prof.
cannot fail to please the eye of the cus- Methodist.
Mu. S. Reidsema is constantly receiving

trade, go

DEALERS IN

—

Vandkrveen & Son,” was

“J.

call at the store

DUURSEMA

convention and bring of LL. D. on Hon. Alpheus Felch, class Irf the iron trade the volume of business
of ’27, ex-governor,ex-UnitedStates sena- has been equal to the average for the lust
and ex judge, of Michigan.

a well assorted stock

Ingersoll, in a speech in San Fran-

their eye-glasses and poodles.

tor,

to see,

XjOW.

of Goods for the Fall and Winter

Near 1,000 more Mennonite emigrants cisco, offered $1,000 reward for proof that
a pic-uicand boatride on Wednesday last. The boys said they had a good from Russia arrived at New York on Sat- the death of Voltaire was not peaceful,
urday, and have gone forward to new and the same as to Thomas Paine.
tiuiei-'
homes in the West.
The PittsburghGazette declares that the
The Graphic has informationthat the
Bowdoin college conferred the degree progress toward better times is apparent.
ladies who say “i-ther” and “ni-ther”are

a

VERY

If you wish

-

-

Bob

GOODS,

GRAND RAPIDS.

JpRIQBS

being censured when

in-

STRAW

HATS, CAPS and

cows,” Is a

dulged in

going to hold

best assorted Stock of

ing, at Kenyon’s Hall.

Lenawee county Michigan,has the best
wheat crop for years. Ditto Genesee

ever before in San Antonio, Tex.

Columbia Fire Engine Co. No. 2

STREET.

3MO. 23

you deserve It, but
Watermelons, peaches, figs, and in being misunderstoodand misconstrued
second baby
plumbs are more abundant this year than when you are doing your best.

learn

body nowadays wakes up

pope

000, 000.

-

This evening the bell ringers will give

Hall.
all

jubilee offerings to the

A Planter near Savannah,Ga., sold
his cucumbers on three acres of vines for

lecture all over

us an exhibition of their sKtll at

of Mr. J. 0. Doesburg—

The

aggregate|3,

are happy to announce the safe ar-

home

rival

to

is

the Country next season.

The doctors say

\

being cut, and

good by the farmers.

5

abted fury.

healthy this

is

for harvesting.

84-ly

SOOTS & SEOES

E.

Specialty.
D B

- Michigan

Holland,

]

Makes Custom Work a

Vo. 76, Eightli

Gt

This Meat Market la In Blotter'sStore, two doors
East of L. T. Ranters'Book Btoro. We keep on
band a choice aaaortment of fresh meats, and also
keep'

Fresh Pork, Salt Pork,
and every thing else belonging to

that line of
bnalnees. Full weights and good quality la our

HEROLD,

Come and Give us

a Trial.

JOHN VAN DIN BERG.

Holland, Feb.

14. 1877.

FOR SALE.

Gents,

medal.

VAN RAALTE.

Meat Market.

Ladies,

„

K.

A

.

ACT.

Mf*^**^^
hertnnt, Mulberry,Apprl-

/

Youth and

DEGEN D,
Hollavd, April 194

Misses Wear.

T

AM

TUG FOR SALE.
Steam Tog “Gem

authorized to *11 the

Holland,

b .

Holland, Mich.

THA

4

4

HKHRtW jjfe^

father iiud- the other to the widow’s paddy Gallagher,who was sitting in the
daughter, to inform them of his Saf e Corner, next to Micky Brennan, the piper,
arrival. '-4. u.
jumped from his seat and asked why she
BY BRIT HARTE.
For a year after the letter-carriermight did not speak in the Gaelic (for the old
be seen twice a month crosBinor the wild man could not understand way English,
There once wm a Iradtamanrenowned m a screw,
Who sold ulna ond JinedLea and callcjealoo.
and heionsidered it an i|nsult to speak
'Till bo bull np ariStuS^uTeWhich as iTdten
English in his presence), and a violent
.Just ruined small fad with Awhole citf
ity %oi
through—
¥«* one tbiQf he Iraev’,
altercation ensued, but it was soon quiBetween me and you,
hi; brother Thomas made frequent visits eted.,! Micky Brennan Squeezed the,
There was a distinction
16 the island. One evening in the month bagpipe^,and ptoed
Twixt Christian and Jew.
woman,” and set them all a-dancing.
The groom and the bride were as happy
as could be. The , bnefe says to her
drop,
no
one
in
but
that
husband, “James, I have something to
#T
<4nd only a pittance to clerks in hi*l|jaj).T QT \
il
say to you.” “ 1 4,1
-'iwiirI if>
But left it all
* 1
A ItWWfpfftB knew
Oeoa eveniig, RTrj.
“Wnat
isit?”he saidjm!
3C!
A Hitbtw diwinction
" GMsYeamg to yon kindly ; take o
“ You remember when I told you of
’i'whUKbvtwaiidJew.'
seat and sit down,” was the widow’s Thomas’ proposing to marry me. I am
fbi* man was no trader,but simply a friend
afraid to meet him or speak' to him; I
Of this (tent who kept shop and pho, nearing bb
came on particularbusiness this iiee anger in his eyes. Everyone seems
end,
flanded over a million— ’twas only his dde,
evening. I came to know if yon would to be happy but him.”
Who discovered this contrast Rbrewand Jew,
be wishful t6 receive me as your son-in“ I will tell you what I intend doing
For he said, “ If you view
This case as I do,
law. You want I good, strong man to Mary,” he added.
There to a distinction
work your farm, and to make you as com“James, what is it ? ” she said.
Twixt Ebrew and Jew.
fortable as I possibly can.”
“ We will go over to your mother’s
-“Forth* Jew Isa man why wi]f mako monaj
The widow laid: “ Thomas, I have no to-night, and a few others, and we will
objectionto your being my scm-in-law, have a pleasant time. Yott will go over
His ai£ falfiiiMM^AidUs capital too, J'
And an Ehrew’aa man that we Gentilescan ‘do.’
but I did not think Marynad h er thoughts with Thomas and try to make friends, as
:8o yon see there’sa contrast’twixt Ebrew and Jew.
on marriage at present. However, Mary you are my wife now. He will not be
Ebrew und Jew,
is coming in; ask her, and if she is will- angry with you. I will speak to him
Jew and Ebrew, •
r
There’s a subtledistinction
ing I am
*
• . h,j {n, ...(, r
Twixt Ebrew and Jew."
The words were scarcely spoken when
He went to Thomas and told him that
Bo be kept up his business of needles and pins,
Marv entered with a pail of milk in her a few of the company were going over to
But always one day ho atoned for his sins,
hand.
niy mother-in-law’s,
and I want yott for
But never the same day (for that wouldn’t do)
Good evening,Mr. O’Donnell,” she to take Mary over along with you, and
That the Jew faced his God with the awful Ebrew.
For this man he knew,
said; “you are quite welcome.”
I will hike over the rest of the compaBetween me and you,
“Thank you, Mary,” he answered, ny. ” Thomas and the bride started first,
There was a distinclion
Twixt. Ebrew and Jew.
reaching her his hand; .“ I hope you and as they reached the shore they went
will not be angry with me for what I am into the boat.
Bo he sold soda water, and shut np the fount
Of a druggist whose creed wes the Speech on the going to say. I love you dearly. I
“Mary,” he spid, “I hope you are
Mount,
you will consent to be my wife, I* will contented with your choice. I suppose
And he traffickedin gaitersand mined the trade
Of a German whose creed was by great Luther do all in my power to make you and you remember the evening I offered to
made. > ! r
your mother as comfortableas I possibly marry you and you refused.”
A Saktle Distinct lun Known Only to Few.

v.

t

to

"

BMtsftnH

Mm.’ t

•

L

.

myself.”

content”

.

j

.

‘ ‘

•

But always he knew,
Between me and you,

can.”
“Yes,” she answered, “I do. But
Mary stepped back from him and an- could you blame me, as I was already

A subtle distinction
Twixt Ebrew tnd Jew.

A

“ Yon may give to John Morrissey supper and wine,
And Madame N. N. to your care I’ll resign;
Y’ou’ll see that those Jenkins from Missouri Flat
.Are properly oared for, but recollect that
Never a Jew
Who’s not an Ebrew
Shsll take up hi* lodgings
Here st the Grand U.

-“You'llallow Miss McFllmsey her diamondsto
wear;
’You’llpermit the Van Dams at (he waiters to swear;
You’ll allow Miss Decolleteto flirt on the stair;
But as to an Israelite—pray have a care,
For, between me and you,
Though the doctrine is new,
There’s a buslhess distinction
Twixt Ebrew and Jew.”
.’Now,how shall we know? Prophet, tell ns, pray do,
Where the line of the Hebrew fades into the Jew.
«haU we keep out Disraeliand take Rothschild in ?
Or snub Meyerbeerand think Verdi a sin ?
What shall we do ?
0, give us a few
hf| : Points to distinguish
*

'

engaged

“Mr. O’Donnell, I have not made up
my mind to marry for a couple of years;
besides, I would not marry you anyway.
v /

a

•

'

,

swered;

hotel— here his trouble began—
In a fashion unknown to his primitiveplan;
For the rule of this house to his mansger ran.
*“ Don’t give entertainment to Israelite man."
Yet the manager knew,
. Between me and you,
No other distinction
Twix Ebrew and Jew.

Then he kept

.

.Twixt Ebrew and Jew.

There was One— Heaven help

us !-wbo died in
man’s place, ) j
With thorns on his forehead, but Love in his face,
And when “ foxea had holes1’ and the birds of the

air

dark cloud of auger overspread his
features, and, muttering to himself, “ I
knew it ; but she will rue the day she
will ever marry any other,” he departed
from the widow’s as angry as he could
be, and returned home.
Time rolled on, and James O’Donnell’s
three years were drawing to a close.
Mary was expecting a letter from him
every day, to inform her of his arrival
home. Qne pleasantevening, as she was
sitting on the door-step, pondering over
the last visit he had made her, “ Perhaps he had seen some Scotch girl in
Glasgow to admire more than me, she
thought. At that moment she heard
the echoes of a horn, and, raising her
head, she saw the letter-carrier crossing
the wild moor, with his leather bag on
his back. She ran to meet him, for he
never took that road except he had a
letter for her or her mother. He gave
her a package ; on opening it she found a
nice book and a note from the object of
her thoughts. The note informed her
that he would go home after another
mouth, A smile of joy spread over her

Fad their nests in the trees, there was no spot to
spare
countenance as
read the note.
For this “ King of the Jews.”
“
Perhaps
he
may
love
me yet,” she
Did the Romans refuse
This right to the Ebrews
inwardly said*. She hastened to toll her
Or only to Jews? - mother the news. Her fond parent was

she

THE MA1& OF CCLTA-MORE.

-

On

the northern coast of Ireland the
traveler’s attention may be attracted by
numerous twands lying adjacent to the

mainland. On one of those lovely spots,
.named Oultft-Mbre,there lived a widow
about 50 years old, her husband having
met his untimely death during a violent
storm

off the

coast

The widow, Mrs. BJacDennot, was

overjoyed to hear of his return home.
Four weeks afterward Mary received
another jvisit from the mail-carrier, with
a note to inform her that James was
about to start for home on the next day.
He had made all preparations to leave
on theulay appointed. The ship vm to

Sam.

sail at

After four-and-twentyhours of tedious
sailing she cast anchor in view of the
city of Londonderry, and James O’Donnell arrived safe at home. After a hearty

welcome from all his friends, he thought
blessed with one child, a -daughter of
sweet 16, who, for beauty, could not it was time lie was on his roadi towards
the widow’s. He started, therefore, for
be excelled by any of the token* on the
her home, and as he got to the channel,
three adjoining islands. As might be
who did he see on the opposite shore,
sitting in the boat, but Mary McDcrmot,
waiting for him. As soon as she espied
each one of them in hopes of gaining
him she rowed the boat to meet him.
Miss MacDermot’s affections.
But what a different man from the boy
of eighteen that left her three years ago;
them
a full-grown man, handsome-featured,
teution to one than another. On an adbrood shoulders, elegantly-built and well
joining island there lived a farmer named
dressed. He grasped her in his arms
Jim O’Donnell,who had three .sons, and pressed her to his heart.
Thomas, Martin and James. Thomas be“ Oh. Mary,”
“ifl
in^ the eldest, he thought he should be
thinking of getting m#med. He was a
.stout young man, about 25 years
of age, of
irs of
-dark complexion, bui

ul

07no5b?^

he

’XWmftJILMf

-aqgood chance, as shi
^ a 'large farm, paid nuiperousA-isits to her
house,
James, for the widow’s house. Mary’s mother
a boy of eightea^nmSsmne and intel- was waiting ‘gni^l^t^oWfPj meet
ligent, vipitaj tyere pften, and, as it them. The new arrival chatted with the
proved, with more • Suftht sb than his mother and, ditogh ter for a tow hours,
.when the old woman retired and left the
brother.
mug people to have a quiet talk.
allies then drew Ms seat towards Maiw,
d, taking. her hand, asked her if she
remembered the promise he mode her
i school in the parish they lived in. The
three years before, and if she was willing
• old man .coisfilffedto send. .lames to a
‘college in Glasgow, where he had some to rendwit-then and to become his wife.
“ Oh, how good of you, James, to ask
acquaintances. When James became
aware of this omngement.he did not me. I could never marry any one but

while

^waw^Sag+hwowhmm

care to leave without making a visit to
.Miss MacDermot About three in the
after mWuif he rowed his boat acroas tfie
•channel fly tile Opposite shore and Veftt
immediately to the widow’s. , He was
j received With caide^mealie-fn
ilthe. He
told Miss Mary that the principal object
-of hiswilit wis that he was going to
Glasgow'to atildy' and, nd that was to be
•his last visit1 for some time, he informed
______
___
her how deeply
he wss in love with he*,;
ami if ahft nnly jpved )riffl Pi retlirfi he„
.•

t

^

‘

This

life,”

he

the silence by telling him
mother of his departure. Both went immediately to the
old woman, and James informed her that
he-was going away for three years, and
he had come to bid her ..and Mary goodby. 'Giving luma haudy shake of the
tii-ohe broke

‘to go and. inform her
*

.

!

hand, and aa/irti»aAa^a)($od preserve
you), the lovers parted, leaving the tears
standing in Mary’s eyes. Two days afterwards he started for Glasgow, and arriving safe he sent two letters, one to his

AM

her hand

6U

_

happiest moment of my
said. “Appoint the wedding

is the

day.”

your brother?”
By this time they were midway imthe
channel. Instantly he dropped tne oars
in the sea and exclaimed, “ The plug is
out of the boat and the water is gushing
in. Save yourself the best you can.”
Jumping out into the sea, leaving her to
her fate, he swam to shore and returned
home to his father’s. When he got within a quarter of a mile of his father’s,he
met James and his friends going to Mrs.
to

MacDermot’s.
What is the matter, Thomas?” said
James, “ and where is my wife?”
Thomas hung down his head and spoke
slowly. “ As we were crossing the channel the plug (a wooden stopper used in
a hole to let the water out) must be
taken out by someone. The boat commenced leaking rapidly, and I had enough

washed ashore. James O’Donnell and

{

his loving wife lived hdfojjy afterward.

So ends the romance of Mary MncDeiv
mot, or the maid of Gulta-More.

The Roads

I’m frozen to blustfes,
I’m proof against eyes ;
I’m hardened to simpere
And stony to sighs
j
I’m tough to each dart
That young Cupid can lance
I’m not in the market
At any adtanco!

Across* the Balkans.

;

Bulgaria, from the river to the Bolkans, is a rolling country,oovered in'
some places with rich pastures and fertile fields, and traversed by numerous
streams. The villagesare not numerous, and are widely separated from each
other, but of considerable extent and
generally well-provisioned;on this resource, however, an iivading army cannot rely, as in all probabilitythey have
beep already well drained by the Turks.
This circumstance will, in consequence,
necessitate the transportationof everything needed for the subsistenceof the
columns. The roads during the rainy
season are, in this light, clayey soil,
simply impracticable. The descent into
the valleys, as

sew my own buttons.
I darn my own hose, ! >,
I keep my own counsel
And fold my own clothes
I mind my own buslnees,

And
I

live my

own

life

;

won’t— no, the Dickens—
Be plagued with a wife

And yet there’s nine spinsters
Who believeme their fate ;
There’s two dozen widows
Who’d change their estate
There’s silly young maidens
Who blush at my bow ;
All— all bent on marrying me,
No matter how I

we approach the moun-

walk forth in trembling
I come home in dread ;
I don’t fear my heart,
But I do fear my head I
I

My

;

civiieat speech

Is a

growl and a nod

;

And that— Heaven save me !—
Is “

charmingly odd !"

Bo ladies— dear ladies—
Just hear me, I pray;
I speak to yon all
In the pluralestway.
,

My

logic

is

simple

As logic can be—
If I won’t marry yon,
Pray— don’t marry mo

PITH
A tune that
a million air.

an army accompanied by a heavy

train. The difficulties of the passage of
the Balkans oepend less upon the absolute height and inaccessibility of the
mountains themselves than upon the
countless obstacles of detail which accumulate during six or seven days’ march,
and are increased by the paucity and
bad conditionof the lines of communication. The Balkan is almost uninhabited ; its sides are covered with virgin
forests, and as, even in the valleys,villages are not numerous, the roads are
neglected.
The first operation of any army of invasion will, then, necessarily,be the
construction of roads. The defense of
the Balkan itself demands no addition
to its already existing permanent fortifications, but merely the establishment of
field works and abattds at all the different defiles,as the enemy’s forces must
be opposed at many points, it not being
within the limits of possibility to concentrate,at any one.— Bucharest Correspondence.

;

I

tains, becomes steep, and is rendered
more difficult by the absence of bridges
over all but the principalwater-courses.
In the winter, when the snow is very
abundant, there are no roads at all In
the summer all vegetation is burned up
by the excessive heat, and the want of
watet is sensiblyfelt{ although Mussulman piety has establishedfountainsand
dug wells wherever it is possible. This
circumstance often necessitates long
marches, particularlyfor the cavalry,
and is a reason for an enforced bad selection of camps and cantonments.
Even when the ro ds are practicablean
advance across the country is impossible
for

1

’

AND POINT.

young

ladies try to catch

A splendid ear, but a poor
the organ-grindersaid

of the

:

voice, as

donkey.

You know mock modesty as yon do
mock-turtle — from its being the
of a calf’s head.

produce

“Don’t you think, husband, that you
are apt to believe everything you hear?"
madam,

“ No,

not

when you

talk.”

An

inquiring individual writes to a
paper to ask “ how long cows should be
milked? ” “ Why, the same as short cows,
of course!”

A little boy went to his mother and
do to save myself.”
said, “Mamma, I’d think, if I was made
“Is my wife drowned?” James asked,
of dust, I’d get muddy inside when I
running to the shore. When there he
drink coffee.”
ran along the strand calling “ Mary,
What’s the difference between the
Mary 1” but all to no avail ; the echoes
lower
part of the leg and the late comet?
of his voice died away amid the sounds
One’s shin and bone, and the other’s
of the dashing waves. As he was runbeen and shone.
ning about in wild despair, he heard a
» A little boy, disputing with his sisvoice saying, “James, James 1 help,
ter on some subject, exclaimed : “ It’s
helo!” He stood and listened, but
true, for ma says so ; and if ma says so,
could not hear any more. He returned
it is so, if it ain’t so.”
home like a man in a dream. He could
not rest all that night, but walked about
boy, writing to his sister, said:
Windsor Castle Hospitalities.
not knowing where he was. Early in
“ Sarah Jane Gibbs is dead, and her
A correspondent writes to the New mother’s got twins. They are girls, and
the morning he went to the sea-shore,
and stopped there all day long, watch- York Herald :
this is awful fine weather for ducks.”
“In connection with your graphic and
ing the waves ebbing to and fro. Often
“ What to eat and how to cook it,” is
the words of the poet crossed his interesting acoouut of Queen Victoria’s the title of a book recently published.
reception of Gen. Grant this remark ocmemory :
“ What to eat and how to get it,” would
The waters wild went o’er bin child,
curs
‘No such honors, nor anything meet with a livelier sale among the laborAnd he was left lamenting.
approaching them, have ever before been
ing classes here just now.
Time rolled on, and six weary months
paid to an American citizen.’A similar
passed by, and during that time he
The jnon who is curious to see how the
distinguished attention was conferred
never spoke to Thomas nor Thomas to
world could get along without him can
upon Commander Henry I. Hartstene,
him. They always shunned each other. United States navy, about the year 1854 find out by sticking a cambric needle
One day James met his father. “ Fathor 1855. He was sent by our Govern- into a mill-pond,and then withdrawing
er,” says he, “if I do not leave this
ment to return to England one of her it and looking at the hole.
country, my brother Thomas will loll
A strong-minded woman was heard to
vessels which had been abandoned in
himself. [I know by the way he acts. I
the Arctic sea and brought to this coun- remark the other day that she would
have my mind on going to America.” A
try and refitted. On this occasion Com- marry a man who had plenty of money,
few days aftei James started for Glasmander Hartstene received and enter- though he was so ugly she had to scream
gow to take his passage to America,
tained the Queon upon the vessel, per- every time she looked at him.
sonally escorting her Majesty through an
A line in one of Moore’s songs reads
When Thomas jumped out of the boat
inspectionof it. He afterwards dined thus: “Our couch shall be roses beand left Mary to her fate, a thought
with the Queen and Prince Albert, sur- spangled with dew.” To which a sensicame to her to try to stop the hole to
rounded by their children. He spent ble girl replied ; “ ’Twould give me the
prevent the leakage,in which she sucthe night at the palace, but, with char- iheumatiz, and sa it would you.”
ceeded by stuffing it with her shawl.
acteristic modesty and aversion to
“Now if I had the oars I would get to notice, he obtained permission to leave Two sable philosophers took shelter
under the same tree during a heavy
shore? but they are floating away with
privately before breakfast the. next shower. After some time one of them
the tide.” She was drifted northward
morning. This reception was somewhat complained that he felt the rain. “Nebwith a lively breeze. She was giving
less stately than that of Gen. Grant, ber mind,” replied the other; “dere’s
herself up for lost, when she heard the
but to balance,this had in it even more plenty of trees. When dis un am wet
cries of her, husband. Then she anof the elements of personal, intercourse through ire’ll go to de oder.”
swered with all her strength,“James,
with the poyereign, ^
James ! help, help!” and she fell insensAt a duel the parties discharged their
L—
— ible in the ‘boat.
pistols without effect,.whereupon one of
A Curious Will Case.
I Next day she Woke from her insensithe seconds interfered^ and proposed that
)
A
very
singularwill oase> was brought the combatants should shake, hands. To
bility and found herself in the midst of
to the attention ol the PwJjate Court to‘this the other second objected as untheiocflfm ^.{Bhe became aware of her
danger and stood np in the boat hplding
necessary; for, said he, their hands have
one-third to his wife, 4ne-tlurd , to his been shaking this half hottif.
her handkerchief in hethand, hoping it
might attract the attention of 180jpe pass- child end the other third to it child then
A negro having been brought up being^hip. She wafted about for' a iight unborn. The unborn party proved to be fore a magistrate, and convicted of pilferand a day, and no sign of relief. The twini; and the executor ob sorely per- ing, the magistrate began to re—
sun was sinking1 down 'tih r-'
the waves of plexed an to whether he shall divide the monstrate. .j “Dq you know how to
the Atlantic, wh^n sh# h^pfed, coming third, giving each of tire twins one-sixth read?" “Yes, massar-fytie.”“Well,
towards her, a full-rigged ship. “ Thank qf the estate, or whether he should parry don't you ever make use of the Bible ?”
Heaven, relief at last I ” she says. She out the testator’spurpose to serve all the “ Yes, massa, strap him razor on him
was taken on board the ship, and childrenalike by giving them and the sometimes/’
wrapped in warm clothing, and the Cap- widow each one-fourth, or whether, again,
A dRt goods clerk relates that a very
tarn’s wife took charge of her and nursed he shall give the widow her third and
pretty hud stylish young lady called in
divide
the
other
two-thirds
among
the
her tenderly. When she recovered herthe store the other day and requested to
self properly, the Captain’s wife took three children. The case being wholly
see some lavender kid gloves, whereupon
without
precedent
in
this
State,
the
her on deck But to her dismay, in ail
she was shown several different shades of
her grief, sorrow and trouble, she had no court gave the executor no advice, apd
that color. Being a little overcome with
the
conundrum
is
to
be
in
some
way
one to speijk a word tp her, for it was a
so great a variety, she asked, “ Which of
brought
before
thp
Supreme
Court—
Danish ship, bound for Iceland. There
thosd pairs are the lavenderest?”
Springfield
(Mass.)
Hepublican.
was only one sailor oh board that could
to
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little English.

deavored to

moke

They

Appropriate names: For a printer’s
Em; for a sport’s wife, Betty; for
a lawyer’s
for a teamster’s
, >l, .wife, Sue;
_
*

all en-

^

Alcohol and Insanity

her as comfortableas

wife,

of

was performed oy the parish priest in the village

church, and on their return home old
Micky Brennan, the piper, took the lead
with his bagpipes,playing 1 Haste to
the Wedding/’ “All the way to Galway,
“The While Cockade,” the
of
Glinn,” and “ Patrick’s Day, and other
Irish airs, on the way home. TOien they
arrived at Mr. O’Donn^K! there was a
good dinner ready for .them. The wedUgcrsate heartily, aif, aa there was
.enty of poteen, everyone helped himselt plentifully.Everything was going
on well, when it was proposed for the
bride to give a toMt! She took a bumper in her hand and gave them a few brief
words, most worthy of the occasion. Old
4

}®W*s

'

,

,

,

, A correspondent of the Journal
for * fisherman’^wife, NetIceland,and Medical Science, Dr. Nonaid, writing
on her return back she was informed that from Guinea, states wjUi regard to the V; £o1 ^ shoemaker's wife, Peggy; for
etiology of insanity in that colony, that ft (2rPet
Mattie; for an
......
it
is not foundu to
be depending in any auctioneers wife, Biddy; for a chemist s
When they
way on, or modified by, the nature of the Wife, Ann Eliza; for an engineer’s wife,
’•
in GlasgowtheCaptain sent her on shore, climate, but that one of the most fertile
with money enough to take her home to causes of the malady is in temperance;
Two eminent members of the Irish
Ireland, and directed her to a hotel this is more particularly the case among bar, Doyle and Yelverton, quarreled one
When she got to the hotel she entered Creoles and Portuguese, alcohol being day so viqlently that from words they
the office. She heard a voice saying, traceable, in many instances, as the di- came to blows. Doyle, the more pow“Good-bye, Mr. P. I am bound for rect agent. ^ Dr; Noland states that erful man (at the fists, at least), knocked,
America to-day.” Passing through the among, the lower classes rum is mostly down his adversary twice, exclaiming
office he saw a lady. He stood, and used, and frequently, in the form of most vehemently, “ You scoundrel,111
looked— ran and clasped his fainting wife highwines, rum 40 over proof, so that make you behave yourself like a gentlein his arms, saying, “My wife, my wife, it can easily be understood that this in man! ” To which Yelverton,rising, anit is you ?” He took her to his room and
swered with equal indignation,“No sir,
ordered a doctor. The doctor came and
never! I defy you! I defy you! Yoncftn’t
told him it was only weakness—she ly produces cerebral lesions.
doit!”

the adjoiningislan^s’weremvftecl totireTpossible

wedding. The marriage semce

1

i

‘peak a

•ajsslnpaiBS:*. ^

tears rolling down lier bright cheeks, un-

'

Go fhsko out your ringlets,
And beam out in smilea
Go tinkle your trinkets
And sjiow off your wiles.
Bewitch and bewilder
Wher$Yf»you can
\
Brit, pray— uray, remember,
• I am not the man 1

ft

TL'tfmalJtoWi-e#!

i

,,

_

i

•

I'm « grumpy old bachelor,
Grixzly and gray,
I am Beven-and-forly
If I am a day.
I Am fuaay and crusty,
And dry an a bone;
So ladiee—good ladies—
Just let me alone

•

/

r-

A HACHBLOU’8 GROWL.

would he recovered immediately.When
she recovered,how thankful she was to
have her husband once more. After
taking a few days* pleasure in Glasgow,
they returned home to Cnlta-More,
where thev were received with “Caidemaile-failthes”from all friends and
neighbors. Next morning after their arrival ,yhoma8 O’Donnell was missing,
and in a week after his dead body was

The voyage was made

to
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Bridget.
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GOOD ADVICE.
Where

to Find
[From

Russian Strategy-Pastand Present.

Work —

the

‘^Go West.
Wnn.’*'
New York Tribune.]

Touns

.
Bank Circalattop.
Ponds Extract.— Large sums ol
The Comptroller of the Currency has moneyare spent by the afflicted to find relief
The Russian operations on the Danube
froin Piles, Tne Extract is a certain cure for
are beiu^ conducted in accordance with made his usual statement,showing the Blind or Bleeding Piles.
the traditional policy of the Russian issue and retirement of national-oank
Hofmann’sHop Pills cure tho Ague at once.
oommanders. The expeijenopof a cent- notes and legal-tender notes under the
ury and a half has taugh^lfe Russians acts of Juno 20, 1874, and Jan. 14, 1875,
that they must make themsSives masters to July 1, 1877. It w ns follows
Amount of legal-tendernotea deposited for retirof the Dobrudachabefore they attack the
ing national-bank notea, under the act of June 20,
lines of the Bulgarianquadrilateral, or 1874:
attempt to scale the Balkans. In 1711 From Jan. 20, 1874, to Juno 30, 1876. . 25,623,039
Fok the fiscal year ending Juno 30, 1876 31,020,576
Send for our
the Turks defeated Peter the Great by For the fiacal year ending Jane 80, 1877 12,057,167
and Terms to Agents.
crossing the Danube near its mouth,
Superior Inducements Offered.
Total ..............................
$ 68,600,802
advancing along the Pruth and cutting
Amount of national-bank noten retired
the Russian line of communication. In From Jan. 14, 1875, to June 30. 1875. .$ 15,193,181
XjE3X>GHEX£1,
1876 23,820,909
the campaigns of 1770 and 1806-12 the For tho flxeal year ending June
Olxlorago. 111.
For the flncal year ending June 30, 1877 26,021,698
Turks fared well so long as they remained
in the Dobrudacha, but were defeated
Total .............................
| 64 035,788
Amount of additional national-bank circulation
when they were enticed into Wallaclua. iaaued
#
In the brilliantcampaign of 1828-9 the From Jan. 14, 1875, to June 30, 1875. .$ 7.919,825
For
the
flocai
year
ending
Juno
30,
1876 9,411,260
Russians occupied the Dobrudacha before
For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1877 12.463,500
operating against the fortresses and crossing the mountains. The engagements at
Total ..............................
$ 27,794.585
Upon the ionue of thin national-bank
circulation
Tuma, Giurgevo, Kalafat, Oltenitza and
80 per cent.oftho legal-tendernotes have been retired
Kalarasch, in the campaign of 1853-4 oh follows:
were forced by the advance of the Turks. From Jan. 14, 1875, to June 30, 1875. .$ 6,228.420
IN THE CITY OF NEW YORK,
For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1876 5,999,296
When the Russians assumed the offensive, For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1877 10,(07,952
261, 262,
they crossed the Danube at Braila, Galatz
Total ..............................
%
22,285,668
and Tultschaand overran the Dobrudacha
- — ORflAMIIBi 1810-BTotal amount of national-bank circulabefore concentrating in front of Silistria.
tion on June 30, 1877 ................
$ 315,820,247
ASSETS, $4,827,176.52
In crossing the Danube, at Sistova, the Deducting from this the amount of

:

found homes, permanent labor, and
sure subsistenceon these Western lands.
There, too, they have found a degree of
independence which few can find where
all the paths are overcrowded,and
“every door is barred with gold,” or
opened only as a favor.

Why

is it that

Galaxy on dreams,
by Mr. Lewis, presents some novel theories. The results of a great number of
article in the

experiments ore held to sustain the following facts: Speaking in a low, monotonous tone close to the ears of a sleeper
will almost invariably cause him to dream
of horrible adventures on water, suoh as
shipwreck and drowning. Singing or
playing on musical instruments induces
dreams of dead friends, funerals,and
the like. Worrisome dreams are often
caused by sleeping with the arms over
the head. Mr. Lewis docs not believe
that somnambulism is caused by weight
of trouble on the mind, and he combats
the idea that any great proportion of
dreams are the result of mazing trouble.
He thus describes experiments showing
that they are but flashes across the brain
“ While one watched a sleeper and another the clock, a third loudly slammed
the blind of a window about ten feet
away. The effect was almost instantaneous. The man sprung up at the
sound, looked around in alarm, and then
exclaimed: 1 Thank God that it was
only a dream.’ He had dreamed of being on a crowded street in front of a
building which the crowd declared unsafe, but still .lingerednear it. The
dreamer tried to elbow his way along,
but the people jeered and laughed at
:

much greater number, warned by prolonged prostration in business,'have
not migrated from Eastern towns to the him and held him there.. He begged
safety, independenceand prosperity ol and entreated, coaxed and threatened,
the Western farms, who can tell ?
but they held him there, and the building toppled over on him, the shock
England’s Attitude.
breaking his dream. It seemed certain
The Chicago I'inie*, in announcing to us that he had dreamed the entire
Hie fact that the English Mediterranean dream in a second, while the time
a

squadron hod been dispatched to Besika seemed a long half hour to him; but to
bay, at the mouth of the Dardanelles, place the question beyond dispute we insays: “There can be no misunder- dulged in seveu or eight difforeutexperistanding the hostile feeling which dic- ments. Sometimes we let a weight fall
tates this movement,and it is not diffi- to the -floor, or struck a chair with a
cult to imagine the Premier’s object in stick, and again we slammed the blind.
seizing the moment of the passage of the In every instance the sleeper dreamed of
Danube for placing an English fleet some startlingadventure,and awoke with
within a few hours’ voyage of Constanti- a start; and no dream lasted over a minnople. Disgusted and disappointed at ute.”
the sudden subsidence of the war feeling
Rhetoric aud Statistics.
in England, and fearing that his oppor“The
day we celebrate.”.Let the
tunity for forcing the country into the
struggle is rapidly passing away, he has toast go round. This the Sabbath day
of liberty. Let the people all go up to
sent the fleet to the Dardanelles for the
purpose of extracting from Russia an the temple and worship. . Bells will peal
forth their merriest notes; flogs will wave
lUUlgUUUV
V/l/VDt, This
JL 1JAO remonstrance,
CLUUliOtl IVJIUC.
indignant protest.
he reasons, may come in terms that will in every breeze around the world; bonbe offensive to English pride ; and out of fires will blaze; cannons roar; eloquence
the irritationconsequentupon it he and song will contribute their share to
hopes to re-establish some show of the general rejoicings. Why not? A
popularityfor his policy, and perhaps to country whose farm productsin one year
work the sluggishEnglish blood into a reached ^he fabulous value of $2,447,passionate heat that will bring him the 538,658; slaughteredanimals, $398,support he desirel for an immediate 956,376 ; garden products, $20,000,000;
declaration of war. He is likely to be orchard products, fW7.000,000. For
disappointed. Until the Balkans are bread 287,750,000 bushels of wheat and
passed, the preseqqe of the fleet at 761,000,000bushdls pLcom. The prodBesika bay will involve no practical uct of oats reached 282,000,000 bushels,
consequences.The shipn may as well
lie there as at Corfu. But if they honld I f
X

le.f^U88ia^8,

T

f
of sirup,

ihelsof po->
- _________
sum totals furdeclaration of war. It is not likely that
nished by census reports of 1870.
the prudent majority of the Cabinet will
permit the Russsdiatiiigpremier to go
to that *
***
tatoes.
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greenbacks on deposit for tho .paper

..............................
$ 301,681.441
legal-tendernotes outstanding ..................................
$ 359,704,332
Total

Amount

of
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Miraculous Escape.

A railroad incident occurred recently
on one of the East India lines, which
was startling os it was singular, and may
be said to he one of the most miraculous
escapes on record. A train was approaching a bridge on a curve. When
tho bridge came within sight, at a distance of 300 to 400 yards, the enginedriver was horror-struckto discover that
it

II.

Or our ncnnU, Measre. C. P. KIMBALL A CO., Noe.
3,0 and 872 W ahaab avenue.Chicago.
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was completelyin flames. Finding

his brake power totally useless in the
emergency, lie jumped off, os did also
the fireman,just as the train entered
upon the burning bridge, over wliich it
rushed, fortunately with unabated speed,
through a continuous flame that rose
furiously above the height of the railroad-cars. The woodeu sleepers were on
fire, and parts of the rails themselves

mation addre**JpHW M. Hcuplrita,Jl. D.. CincinnaU. O.

Is not easily ei men in the.eOni«e>
but It oan tremsdn In three montba
by any one, of oither mix. In sny
part of the country,who la ..llUne
to work stoadlly nt tho (•inpl'iymrnt
that wa furnish. B<MJ perwoek In
your own town. You need not bw
awny from home over night. Yon can givn your whole
UnrivalItii for th*
time to the work, or only your snare mo.'iiMiits.We bare
[Toilet mil the Bath.
who are making over §1M» perdsyat thebuaiNo artitidal aud agent*
nos». All who etiKtigoat once can m.iko money (sal. At
odora to
tile present timu money cannot lie mnda so easily and
nun aud
repully at any other hualnoM. It coats uothlug to try th*<
ia|T*dtbusmess.Terms and ^AOntflt free. Ail Ireaa,atone*.
•nti. After yean of
H. HALT KTT k CO.. Portland.Main*.
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CHEWING TOEECSO

waa awarded the hlgliest urlu at CentennialKxpoeitioe
fbr It* fine chawing Miialltte*,the excellenceand lasting
characterot iistweetoningaud finvnrititf.If you wmu.
the l»e»t tobaccoaver made, aak your grocerfor this,andi
see that each plug l>enrsour blue-atrip trada-mark.with,
words .jarkaon'sHe*t on It. Hold wn ileaale by all jot>
bens. Henri lor aaiiiplnto t'. A. .1 At l)v.*UNriw COw*.
AliiualMetcrt-ra, rcirraburg, Vu.

DR.

WARJIER'S HEALTH COR.EV.
*'lth Skirt Supporter aa*t
Krlf-Adjiiatlng1’ade.
Secure* IlRALtit and Couronrot
Body, with Gbaci and Beau rr of
Form. Tlitee Garmentiilu one.
Approved by ill i hniclanp.
AO K
Ham idea by mail, In Coutil, |2 ;
Haueen, f i 75. t«> Agcnta at
25 cent* lew Order flze two
Inches sranller than waist mearure over the dregs.

were red-hot. The whole train, composed of a number of cars, passed safely
over, aud not a passenger was injured or

scorched.

NTS Wa NTKP.

Tho War Againut Disease.
Tho war waged against disease by Hoatotter’s
Stomach Bitters goes bravely on. Dispatches
a.*o constantly received from tho cured indicatiug the decisive nature of the advantages obtained by tho groat botanic cordial over its formidable adversary. Malarial , fevers, constipation, torpidity of the liver aud kidneys,General
debility,nervousness and rheumatic ailments
invariably yield to this conqueror and preventive of disease. For the infirmities incident to
the decline of life it is also an excellent specific.
It hastensconvalescence and repairs the ravages of ill-healthby facilitatingthe conversion
or food into blood of a rich and nourishing
quality, lire appetite is improved by it, and,
in cases of nervons disease, it tranqnilizes that
great sensorium,the brain, far more effectually
than any mineral sedative.

A

HoiiNi'hnld Wif bout Tnrmnt'n Welt/er

Aiierleui within reach lark* an Important safeguard
of lien) Hi and Hie. A few doaesof thiaaUndard remedy
for tndbteeUon. oonsttpaUoa and hllionsneu, relieve
every distresflng .yintrioraand prevent dangerou* oonsequence* For aalc by the entire drug trade.
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REMEDY

Warner Bros. 851 Broadnay.H.T*
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GOOD OLD

Drop ay ami
'* ‘wr and ”
i^SWiSLSl
maa. Hunt1* Kemedy
<>r

'

it pun-1
rep*red
f„r
or the
the above
cured thouiand*. Every bottlewarmtnted.Send to
E. Clarke, Frovidene*, ft-UEr
* ->r illu.tr
If your druggirt don't hav* it,
it, he will

cxpreMly
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MEXICAN MU8TANB LINIMENT.

A 3-Cent Pocket-Book

!

gant or canvoMor, or any parent, who ha* ever
Good Measure is the Watchword
oanvitiMod nr acted a* Mln*man. or any late pereon out of
•mployitront, nr anypnrwm awektnga chance to earn an
of honest trade. When you buy Dooley’s Ykaht hnnorebtaliving,can havu aont lu them a aubaUntial,
Powder, for sale l)y all grooefs. vou got per- aervicoabla pocket-bookby limply aemllng a three-cent
poetage alamo to the unde*-1• .ed. Th# pocket-lxxtk
fectly full weight, just as marked on the cans,
containstwo aides •ul>dlvtde.lInto tepoaltoriea for bills,
and beside that au article made of the very mem*., ailver,postage-stamp*and cards. Send a 8-cent
best and purest material, so tliat t)io strength stamp and thepocket-iK)ok
will be mailed immediately
can always be trusted.
Any

»

MKaoUA^

FOR MAN AND BEAST.
Rstab ushxd 36 Y eabs. AlwafsovM Aiwaya
ready. Always bandy. Ha* never yst failed.Thirty
mtllionthart tnud It. The whola world approvM>
the glorious old MuaUng--th* Boat and Ohaapaal

linimentIn exUtenoe. 21 cent* a bottia. Tha
Mustang liniment cures whan nothingalsa will

HOLD BY ALL MEDICINE VENOKRA1

Maize Flour Toilet Soap!~ Maize Flour Toilet Soap! — Maize Flour Toilet Soap! —

Wilhoft’s Fever and Ague Tonic.— —

This medicine is used by construction compa
nies for the benefit of their employes,when eugaged in malarial districts.The fighest test
mo'nials have been given by contractors
and by
Ictorianat,
the Presidentsof some of the leadingrailroad’s
in the South and West. Wien men are congre- •parlor washing property*,an? la equally tut
gated in large numbers in tho neighborhooa of bath, noreeryand general toilet. It 1* delight.
swamps ana rivers, Wilhoft’s Tonic will prove ftUMd, and sold everywhereat a moderate price. .
a valuableaddition to the stock of medicines,
and will amply reward the company in the saving of time, lalior and money. We recommend
it to all. G. P- Finlay Co., Proprietors,
New Orleans.
Osgood’s Heliotype Engravings.
For sale by all Dbuooihts.
The choicest household ornaments. Pries
Thirty year*' experience proves the One Dollar each. Bend for catalogue.

_

A SOURCE OP GREAT ANXIETY*

.

$1.00

Graefenberg Vegetable Pills to be the mildest

JAMES

and most effective medicine ever known for the

completecore of headache,

$1.00

biliousness, liver

complainU, nervousness,fevers, aud dispones of

SSyagrgagg
The name Cashmere Bouquet, as
plied to Toilet Soaps

and Perfumery,

is regis-

tered and patented ks a trade-mark by Colgkte

how^r, .meed

tWNrlooo

genuine articleis so uuivenially esteemed as to
have made tho urines Ofishmere Bonqiiet and
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Vegetine

$1.00
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A few

years ago jio one wohlfi ffitadJ
thought that more jthap a hjmdred hours’ instruction id music could bate been afforded for

Hatch’s Uniie^al Cough Syhip trikes
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OSGOOD

; I jH Dunham it Sons, Manufacturers,
Wore room* IN East 14th Hi.,'

hardly to be warned agaiust inf^nge^ants the

Colgate A Co. nearly ^ynfonymonal »

K.

risa'Ctote

$1.00

UNHAM
#S PIANOS.

ap-

io* I love the lead of all eongh remedies in our trade. We
you as hard as any boy ever loved a girl, keep many others. None receivesuch general
you may be older thap me but I love commeudation. Onr customers will be put off
with nothing else. We warrant it in evenr case.
you all the same dont show this to any
Sam'l Cross & Co.. Felt’s Mills, N. Y.
one for god sake.”
Sold by H. A. Hurlbut A Co., Chicago, III
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a. L UMITU a 1-0 IV.tln..
* r Amur
However, be did not cease
TT LJj p Ar* mad. In nil nty lea inn of n-ery
•trw. o.iiH.0 (ho mhll
imlMWot
searching. Suppressed sobs were heard,
•
C.I(leiirrIptlon,
from the llffhteal,
TRUTH IB MIOHTTI
while he dug his fingers in the holes of flnret and muHt eleKitnt in uie to the lieavleat and
elrongcat require 1 for any kind of work; are unthe mat. The passengers become interf..r r.lM0k«k*«4« Via. lohUul
ested. “What's the matter, my boy ?”
Ml OUI^ A* Sow M* •hMVIa*
said the benevolent old man, lowering et rental, and durability. They receded the liiKli.
his glasses and peering over their rims.
cat written award at the Centennial Exposition.
“I’ve gone and dropped a dime, an’ I U A
991 None genuine
*M C>u)0
I un'dM they are
can’t find it,” whimpered the boy as he F*
stamped with our name and Tradt.Mark A HWal
thrust his hand under the seat. “Dad
A P
*lT8n f°r ,nfor’ll wallop me when I gets home.” “ Nevtir Head for llfiretrntrri I'rirr-Mat.
V
ITS LJ motion that will ronvicl
er mind, let it go,” said the benevolent anyone wko nelle linrneeN un tlie Concord nrFCI.I
.KCTIC VIP.mCAI. INHTITIITK,
('n.um:ni:i>1»45.-0^C1Sxt:i»r.NTa.
old man. “ Here's another one.” The lies* tlmt are not umrie by un. Extra induo*
- WOMEN’* .WCOIt .41. COM.I <1K,
meuta
ottered
Send
for oiroalnra and p.'leelliU.
AND SCHOOL OF MIDWIFERY.
hoy took the coin meekly, and, as he
/^t vcHcxtrufndlitlea fora llrotough medical«d non Hon
passed the eonducto.rremarked “ sold
vT to both men sini woinnn, by aur,i'lcl couiae in Ibe
oAltege withoutneed of olNoe Instruction.For full Inforagain.”— JVew York Sun.
J. R.
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The benevolent old man looked out
from the window of the car, and whistled
to a newsboy. Three dashed in at the
front deor and four in the bock. The
benevolent old man bought a paper of
the smallest boy. In making change the
lad dropped two cents. He went down
on his knees in an instant and soon found

_
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EVERY APPROVED FORM OF POLICY
ISSUED ON MOST FAVORABLE TERMS

Mold Again.

servatoryof Music, with its w;vpnty-fU-^ ICff*
nent Profasaors. r Full informationmay beifiecured by addressingDr. B. Tourjee, Borteni

^
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SURPLUS, $820,000

of retiringcirculation .............. 13,938,802

packages, with
and hired
Soon family after

of Raising the1 Wind.
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abot tS.007TD^atytea.

263 Broadway.

from $ boy to a
woman he&ifiy twee as old as he, was
.Two gamblers were in Leavenworth, made public in a Virginia City (Nev.)
Kan., several years ago, with about $50
to guess, who this
in their pofckets.
~
is from ha who wrotothis loves [you from
money enough to go to
his Very heart yim khow him very well
went to separate hotels. One __
liie name is D. A. A. If you guess who
as a physician,and advertiseda
jit is jtm touch him on the ba< k and he
for cholera. The other put up a
will bow to you he is a boy not a man,
quantity of jye ‘
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In all the cities and towns in these
hard times there is much suffering. The
number of the weary unemployed is
very large. Strong and brave men wear
out their hearts as they see wives and
children in want, and after months of
vain searching for employment too often
are tempted to crime or maddened to
suicide. Yet the laud is broad enough
for all, and millions of acres which will
yield a sure subsistenceto patient workers lie waiting for any man to till them.
Our cities are overcrowded.The growth
of rural population has been slow, while
the towns have advanced with a rapidity
far exceeding the demand for such services as can be rendered at the centers of
population.In 1850, the rural population of the Northern free States — the
newer States, Kansas, Nebraska,Colorado, and the Pacific States not being
included,of course-— was 10,208,727,or
761 Per cent, of the entire population of
those States. But the changes since
that time, as shown by successive census
reports, have been remarkable, and indeed alarming. The following shows Russians chose the southernmostpoint,
the population living in cities and towns, and the most direct road to the Balkans.
and in the country, with the proportion Owing to the northern sweep of the Danube, the Turks, so long as they occupied
of each class to the total population
CititH and Town*. 7Vr Cent. Rural, for Cent. the Dobrudscka, outflankedthe Russian
NttO ...... 3,131,675 23.5 10,208,727 70.5
center and endangered its base of supI860 ...... 6,081,086 28.0 13,287,002 72.0
1870 ...... 7,8*1,950 34.0 15.215.028 66.0
plies and communications.The Russian
The same services, in commerce, man- left wing is driving them out of this
ufactures, and other tasks performed in vautage-ground.
cities and towns, which less than oneGen. Diebisaoh’s maneuvers in 1828
fourth of the whole population sufliced have always been regarded in Russian
to perform in 1850, more than one-third military circles as masterly. After occuof the entire population was struggling pying the Dobrudschaand leaving before
and crowding for opportunity to per- Shumla and other fortresses a sufficient
form in 1870. At the ratio of 1850 the force to mask them, he pressed on over
population sufficing for the cities and the Balkan with a force so small as not
towns of these States should have been to be incumbered with supplies. It was
only 5,614,243 in 1870, and, though a hazardous movement, but his audacity
many changes in our industrial condi- triumphed. The Russians crossed the
tion have justified some change in the mountains at that time by one of the two
proportion, it is indisputable that we roads leading from the village of Prahave gathered by far too large a part of vadi between Shumla and the Black sea.
the population into towns and cities. The road from Sistova, where the RusThere they crowd and crush each other, sians now are, strikes the Balkan at Gabfighting desperatelyfor the work which rova. —iVcif York Tribune.
is not enough for all, and wasting no
Curiosities of Dreams.
small share of the industrial force and

productive power, which, rightly distributed, would add to the nation’s prosperity. Beyond all doubt this overcrowding of civic employments, this disproportionatemassing of the population
in places where hundreds of thousands
must struggle in vain for work, has
been an important cause of recent prolonged disasters.
The remedy? Mr. Greeley taught it
“Go West, young man !” Look at the
advertisementsoffering free of first cost
millions of acres to actual settlers. A
single company, the Union Pacific, is
now offering in other columns 3,000,000
acres of rich land in Eastern Nebraska,
in the great Platte valley— “free homesteads to actual settlers;” while the
Central Pacific has been similarly advertising the varied attractions of California, the laborer’sparadise ; and yet
the crowding and crushing millions in
Eastern towns still struggle, suffer and
die. Happily for them, thousands have
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S. ‘Wijkkijsen,

steel Wire for

the great cables of the Eaat river bridge is
progressing in a most satlsfyctprymanner.

tlSlffiTCfiF

Several tmprovoments in the preparation

Cheap Cash
Store
—FOR,—

of the wire have recently been adopted,

$

including a change in the process

coat,

iug the wire with liuMeed oil! By the

method the oil

is pat

new

on whil'e/thd *!jfe is #*§

from the galvanizing bill)* thus Fofm^M &
ing a japanned coating impervious^to

hot

,

moisture. The bridge yard
been recently enlarged

BARGAINS IN DRY GOODS, CLOTHING, BOOTS &

at Urn ’foot of

the anchorage on Hie Bro&jyn

.

'sfde

has

the admission

for

SHOES AND GROCERIES.

of the large quantity of wire needed, ^id-

now occupied by large coils

is

suspended on

a

"of wire

timber frame-work six

feet

height. In one corner of the inclosure

in

A Fine

Offers hin services ns rfudh to the public und will
gnarautcehis work for modemte charces. liirvlnsr
becu engaged for some time past for Messrs. Joslln
uncoiled and immersed before being raised
& Breyman, has how started for himself in the
to the top of the tower. When ail is in store of gr. J. ALBE2S, at
is

the boiling house in which the wire

is

readiness the wire is hoisted to the top

of the anchorage. Each
below

and carefully wound off on another

i*el

four feet in diameter. From this it

wound oft' on

again

Mr. J. Albers will attend to his Clock and Jew
elry business, and Mr. Wijkl.uljsen lotho WatcDos.
However, each of lhera will wait on the public in
absence of the other. They have a large and beau
tlful stock of Clocku and Watches,which they offer
for sale cheap.

first placed on a “swift,” orTcCl,

is

a large

is

GALL

wooden drum

ten feet in diameterand twenty-four feet

wide. When

the epd of the coil

is

&0 SIE3I!.
J.

pled together bj a steel nut a quarter of

Cor. Eighth and Fish Streets,

MMfM,

nn inch thick

which

90 per

cent, of that of the wire itself. In order

make the

and waf^r
tight it is galvanized by immersion in
melted zinc. A coat of red paint is then

Planing

Mill.

joint entirely air

put on and the coil wound

coil after coil being disposed

In re-building our new shop we have purchased entire new Machinery,

on the drum,

oft’

of

until fifty

thousand feet, or fifty coils, have been

Of

the

Liraj, Sale aiijaari

satisfy all

1T0M0F.

tons of wire, are used

when

the cable

machinery Is in operation.
The number

The undersignedlinn opened a hardware utorc In
the old stand of G. J. Havcrkate, whore ho will
keep constantly on band a completestock of General Hardware, Stoves, Glass, Nails. Farming Implement*.Carpenter'sTools and everythingelse
belongingto our line of business.

reasonable rate*.

.|ThChnnflS;ted'|I>’jnounc'^!0the

GIVE US

be four, each consisting of nineteen strands,

and each strand of three hundred wires.

Two of the four are constructed at the
same time, and are made strand by strand.
When finished the cable will be fifteen
inches thick. The cable proper is not
twisted in any way. It is simply a bundle of straight wires, tightly bound together, and in engineeringparlance

is

A

[r* 11I!U8C"*10

BLINDS,

Oranytbingin our line, manufactured on abort
notUe.

H.

“a

W. VERBEEK &

Co.

horizontalwheel, eleven

feet in diameter,

with a number of horizontal pulleys
behind it. Around these pulleys passes
the endless iron .rope, known as the “working rope,” which serves to carry the wire

Just Received at

which runs smoothly over the rope

side. Wire

other

ried across,

place and bound together at intervals by

workmen

stationed in the

hanging “cra-

dles” or platforms on the foot bridge.

When

a sufficientnumber

have been got
strand, they are bound

across to form a

of

fifteen inches throughout the

entire strand, which,

,

when
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all

times prepar-

will

be
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All qualities of Carpets cheap; also,
kinds of Mattresses.

been reached in
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Promptly and Neatly
IN

THE

Watchmakers | Jewelers,
DEALERS IN
Silver

Ware, Watches, Clocks,

-

•

CANDY

ETC.,

Ark:,

Shafting,

YS, ETC,
o

—

N-B--Dc“;°r«»“p
plied at wholesale
rales at tbe

City

Drug

Store.
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Mr. Cla.k having had fourteenyears of experience in setting up and repairing Engines. Boilers,
putting In Steam heating apparatus, Ilpe-bnllding
for steam, j as and water, -we will try aud give sat-

The undcrslgiicd wishes to inform his old friends
and residents of Hollandand vicinity that being at
present located at Muskegon, he lias made arrangements with Mr. D. R. Mecngs, at Holland, at whose
store, on Rivei street, all Jo!) work for binding can
be left. I have purchaseda new and complete lino
STATE OF MICHIGAN, the Circuit Court for of tools aud stock and will furnish first-class work.
the County of Ottawa, in Chancery. At a ses. A. CLOETINGH.
sion of said court, held at the Court House in
Muskegon, Sept. 8 1875.
the City of Grand Haven, in said county,on the
2nd day of Jnne, A. D. 1877. Present, Hon. Dan
Arnold, Circuit Judge. Sarah K. Wilson, Comulainaut vt. James C. Wilson. Defendant.
Upon due proof by affidavit,that James C.
Wilson,the defendantin the above entitledcause,
pending in this court, resides ont of the said State
of Michigan, and in Canada,on motion of William
N. Angel, Solicitorfor Complainant,Ordered, that
the said defendantdo appear and answer the hill
Has removed his business to
of complaintfiled in said cause, by the Eighteenth
day of 8q>tanbei\ A.. D. 1877, else the said bill of
complaint shall bo taken as confessed by him; and
further that this order he published, within twenty
days from its date, in the Holland Ctrr News, a
newspaperprinted and published In said County of
Will be pleased to see all his old friends and ciu
Ottawa, ana be published therein once in each week, tomers that requireanythingin the clothing llm
f>r six weeks In succession; such publication, how.
We make, cut and trim to order anything In on
ever, shall not bo neecssaty, In case a copy of this line according to the lateststyles,and for the low
order be served on the said defendant personally, est possible prices.
at least twenty days before the time herein prescribed for his’ appearance,
DAN J. ARNOLD, Circuit Judge.
Examined, countersignedaud entered by me.
US
A. A. Tract, ReoieUr.
A true Copy of the original,on file in said cause.
I- PAlvbxd A. Tbact, Regitter.

PRINTING

q
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THIBOUT,

MERCHANT TAILOR

GRAND RAPIDS MICH

GIVE

All Kinds of Spectacles.

BILL HEADS.

.

1877.

Repairing Neatly Bone

NOTE HEADS,

lobe

17.

70 Monroe Street

Jewelry & Fancy Goods,

-

of trade in Brazil, has been received by an

Americao bouse.
— ------

PLEASANT TO TAE.

J.

Fall Line ef Gold Fens.
Repairing Neatly' and Promptly Executed.

ENVELOPES,

Holland, March

84,

1877.

5.18

Attest:

> STATEMENTS,

first contract for railroad iron

pound

Order of Publication.

many LETTER HEADS,

delivered at Rio Janiero, since the revival

ibis State.

BOOKBINDING!

JOB HUNTING

ference to the export of beef as vigorously
as they might.

for

CLARK & GUODRICK.

cat-

of Europe. The impressionabroad
is that Americana are wt 8Ctjng win, re-

Nor Work, Sar

1877,

80,

COMMERCIAL

parts

new in

New Machinery,

SHAFTING,

WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD.
S. REIDSEMA.

For

H>e Pnst 30 years, but

For Sale by tbe

Stationary and Portable Engines,

Holland, Mich., May

take two million head of cattle from the

tie-rearinghaving

H

Of

owned

all

Fokeiqn papers believe that Europe can

.

C 0 TT

in use—

New York

isfactionto all that give us a call.

which the engineers expect to reduce to
ten miautea nr|jett everything works
smoothly. At least two yews will be re-

Unitcd State* every year, the limit of

—

COUGH

or ounce.

Setting up

to carry a wire across the river, a rate

5

sale in

Geese Feathers

ALL KINDS OF

minutes are required

quired to complete the cables alone.

CANDY

Proprietors.

prepared to repair all kYnds of C

Joslin& Breyman,

the past few weeks, the

to fifteen

-o

—

bridge grows visibly. At the present time

from twelve

CLARK A GOODRICH,

bust

lilh

Havbi {^rented the machine shopjand power,

proceeds slowly, but in pleasant weather,
that

The

call

circular cable, which, in turn, will be

such as

Walsh's Cough Candy.

WALNUT CAS-

in the market, and cheaper than in any

Live.

Judge of Probate.

FLIEMAN.

Holland, September 1, 1875.

,

taken oft', and

wrapped from one end to the other with
wire of the same size as that used in the
construction of the cable. The rapidity
of the w^rk depends greatly on tl>e condition of the weather. In a high wind it

17-4w

Horse Shoeing a Speciality

always keep on hand a full stock of

fPTJXjIlE

the

the entire nineteen strands put together in

CASH

WHOLESALE' AND RETAIL.

Holland, March

strands are all completed the “servings”

of the small wire

Boy eg, deceased.

etc.

IT?

SIXTY DOLLARS

Job Print-

ing are unequaled in this

ed to execute

When

day the fourth day of Jnne, in the year
one thousand eight mud rod and seventy-seven.
Present: Samuel L. Tate, Judge of Probate.
In the matter of the estate of Josephine I..

Complete,

a Specialty.

tons, It'requires the heaviest description

tackling to handle it.

of Ottawa, ss:
At a session of the ProbateCourt of the Countv
of Ottawa, holden at the Probate Oflh e. in the
City of Grand Haven, W said County,on Mon-

of

and see for
yourself, before you go else-

JOB OFFICE.

and we are at

of

Probate Order.
STATE OF MICHIGAN. Comity

4-Gm

where.

thick. As the strand,
when completed, weighs fully seventy
a half inches

1877.

Stock

Give me a

WS’

“1TE

VAN ZOEREN.

187«.

All .Work Warranted.

I

and

10.

0~‘—

completed,

form, a large rope of straight wires three

My

KETS

together by smaller wires, arranged at intervals

14.

Spring Goods.

THE

while being kept in

part of their

W. BUTKAU.
J.

other place.

after wire is then car-

all the

SLEIGHS TRUCKS

VANDERVEEN.

From the cheapest to the

to the

11

SOUTH

C O

across the river. The end of the wire is
attached to the steam propel led “traveler,”

Holland. July

FLIEMAN,

THE PUBLIC. Slilir

New

A

MATERIAL

,

„

42-ly

Light & Heavy Wagons.

NEW FURNITURE.

nsrEw

large

1870.

Top or Open Buggies

I,

AND

1

On reading und filing the petition, duly verified,
James G. Boyes, representingthat said Josephine L. Boyes latelydied in said Conntv of OttaAlso Nole Agent for the
wa Intestate,leaving estate in said County of Ot
tawa to he administered, and praying a motif other
things, for the appointment of himself as administrator thereof. Thereuponit is ordered,that
Bin’s
C#, Tuesday the third day of July next, at one
the undersigned,
am dally receiving
o clock in the afMrnoon, he assigned for the
BE3STD, I UNTO.
hearing of said petition and that the heirs at law
of the said deceased,and all other persons inThis wagon is the best wagon in use in this State,
in said estate, are requiredto appear
and the only slope-spokedwagon mannfac terested
at a session of said Court, then to be holden at
lured. It is a better wagon than the Jackthe Probate Office, in Grand Haven, tn said
Hon Wagon, and I will soli them just as
County, ami show cause., if any there be, whv the
cheap, and give a written wananty
prayer of the petitioner should not be granted:
is
for one year. Wagons of my
And it is farther ordered, that said petitionergiw
own manufuctiiraI will
Consisting of all kinds of
notice to the persons interested in said estate,of
sell for
the pendency of said petition aud the hearing
thereof by causing a copy of this order to be published in the “Holland City News,” a newspaper
printedand circulated in said Conntv of Ottawa,
large stock of well selected Wall Paper and
for three successive weeks previous to said day of
window shades, which I sell at
General Blacksmlthing done with neatne** hearing.
aud dispatch.
A true copy, (Attest.)SAMUEL L. TATE,

TO

SPECIALITY.

share

a

your Patronage.
J.

the wire from one anchorage to another

by means of a

of

STEAM

laid cable.” The operation of stretching

is accomplished

and see and give us

Call

IKIILILT,

DOORS, SASH

2,

MANUFACTURER OF

AND TIM DRYING OF LUMBER
WE SHALL MAKE A

"itdl to f!,vor lllcm "1

The stand is one door west of G. J. Haveikate
Son's Hardware Store.

Harrington, Jr.
John Vaupkll.

E. J.

J.

Promptly Repaired.

Holland, March

IDR/Y”

TRIAL.

aT

Tinware very Neatly and

Or Re-Sawing Done.
WE HAVE

Public that

ready to supply their customerswith till kinds
of Meats am! Sausages. By promptness and fair
dealing they feel confident of giving satisfactionto

TEAMING DONE ON SHORT NOTICE.

Holland, Dec.

whe

Planing, Matching,

of cables on the bridge will

—

THE

FIRST WARD.

Fine horses and beautiful carriages,cutters, and
of vehicles can always be obtained at out

all kinds
stable at

joined into one continuous wire. Four

drums, carrying up daily two hundred

— IlST
Statle,

BARN WEST OF CITY HOTEL.

Mont Approved Patterns;

Xnd wo are confident we can
want

Wool.

GOOD TURNOUTS GUARANTEED. now

is screwed to tho ends of the coil,

and possessesa strength equal to

to

IPHCEILTLX

and ahaUlong,

nbrf an Inch

Ai.jjeh's.

for

MEAT MARKET

Hardware Store

H.

another is attached, the ends being cou-

Sugar. Cash paid

IsTEW

Holland, Mich., Sept. 25. 1870.
WlJKHUIJSEX,

reached

Style of Dress Goods just received.

Great bargains in

No. 52, Eighth Street.

of wire frbiu

lot

New

line of

A TRIAL.
THIBOUT.

1877. SPRING AND SUMMER. 1877

0— ly.

PRCIB LISTS,

Millinery

CROCKERY!

CARDS,
-

TAGS, A.

A

full line

of

As Honest Medicine.
Of all medicines calculatedto cure, affcctioos of the throat, chest and lungs we
know of none wp can begin to recommend
so highly aa Dr. King’a naw dicoveryfor

Consumption,Coughs, Colds, Asthma,
Bronchitis, Hoarseness, Tickling

in the

Throat, loss of voice, &c. It does pontively cun, and that where eveiytblng else has
failed. No medicine can ahow one half
so many positive and permanent cures as
have already been wrought by this won-

derfal remedy.- For the
Bronchitis

From and

Duesburg, Holland, Mich.

LADIES’

1

line ol

FURNISHING GOODS,

Suits, Infants’ Cloaks, Hats,

trade the necessary attention,

and will keep on hand, a complete stock of White Granite
and C. C. Ware.

Handbills,

Law Blanks,
.Etc.,

Etc

Etc

Standard Trimmings, Laces, Ribbons, Ties,
Flowers, Colarets, Fans, Parasols

and Zephyrs.

A

liberal deduction to
those who buy sets or in large
quantities.

it

*

date,

intend to devote to this

Programmes,

Asthma and

U a perfect specific curing the
worst eases in the shortest time possible.
We would say by all means give it a trial
TUrae
-- doses will relieve the
IUU worst
w MO l case
UtfnD.

after this

All kind, of C.I.,

E.

BUTTERICK A CO’S PATTERNS.

„<1 Or.

I

naraental Pri.ntin^ Cal1 .and
examine specimens and prieftg.

O. J.

Holland,

VAARWERK.

Mich., Sept.

10

1875.

'

I.

&

S.

VM DEN

BIOHTH STREET

BERGE,

HOE LANE, MICI

